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Church Union

New Bank

"Before and After" in the Near East

The Roy Trust and Sayings Bank is
in the new building this week and
glad enough to be in really banking
surroundings once more instead of
in ft ware-housThe new fixtures,

'

e.

The American Legion of Roy is getAcacia Masonic Lodge held a specting into the game right. They are ial session Saturday evening to conadding to their membership right fer degrees and try to catch up with
along. Many of the boys who havj their work. The membership is inseemed to want to férget everything creasing so rapidly that many specials
connected with the army, are getting will be necessary to take care of apinterested, in this organization and plicants,
i
recognizing its influence for good and
modern improvement.
Chas. R. Inglis, formerly homesteadfrom
er at Solano, writes for the
The report of Field Agent, Dr. R. Chelsea, Oklahoma.
A sign he h
IK Hare, of Las Cruces for the De- getting homesick and will come back.
partment of Agriculture is all to the
good for N. M. 'All crops, range
Dock B. Pierce, of Dawson was down
conditions, help wages and prices Monday to close a deal for a farm adas well as prospects and the weather joining his homestead. He will coma
are recorded as the best ever in this back here to live when the children
month's report.
are thru, school, but isn't doing so
bad at. the coal town while he is waitMrs. F. A. Roy wont to Vega last ing.
week and brought home her Buick
which has been in the hospital there
T. O. Scott and wife left last week
for an overhaul. It runs like a watch for 'Missouri to visit Tom's mother
since.
who is advancing in years and whom
they could not visit when they were
J. L. Campbell, of El Paso, is Chm. back east last year because of their
of a committee of the Army "Y" being under quarantine for small pox.
which is distributing 1,000 free schol- They left the young people at home to
arships among
men in the care for the place during their absence
S--

'

Southwest.
These scholarships make it possiThe plans for-- a new residence street
ble for
men to gain an edu- in town by the Roberts & Oliver Co.
cation in .their choice of. the "Y" as shown by their ads in this issue,
schools or by home study thru cor- are very attractive to those who want
respondence.
They contemplate
modern homes.
If interested inquire of Secy, at good houses grouped so that they
Red Cross rooms.
can be piped and wired in groups for
city water and lights or, should it b
The new mill at Solano is started, necessary they can have wells and a
the basement is dug and the concrete light plant for each block and be in.
The material has dependent of the town supply, an
work commenced.
not yet arrived for the building but it ideal arrangement in either case.
Henry Garms, Several citizens have declared intent
will soon be, here.
the manager, is now living in the old to get in on this plan and we. may
hotel building and has everything in expect a new street of fine new modreadiness to rush the building when ern houses by this time next year.
the material does arrive.
The village Trustees have tentatively agreed to grade the street along
Miss Pauline Oen has been visiting these blocks which lies between the
her sister Mrs. J. C. Bowen, this week. Willcox residence and the Christian
parsonage.
Sheriff A. C. Trujillo, of Solano,
was in town Tuesday getting some reWe have a roof over us again, and
pair work on his auto.
a stove up and going in this print
shop and in another week or two will
Senator Borah is writing letters to be pretty comfortably settled in our
Republican presidential candidates to now office. It will be fine to have
urge that they tell the public what more room than we need after being
opinions they have on vital issues. cooped up in that little old tin shack
He seemingly does not intend to wait carried our papers to the Red Cross
until his party has adopted that prize rooms to fold and mail out, carried the
platform as a profession of faith and typewriter home to write copy and
purpose for its next presidential nom- made shift in many other ways to get
by, while building, but the weather
inee.
held good all through and we can't
A letter from the Griner Sisters, really complain only we don't want '.o
from South Tacoma, Washington, in- do it again for some time.
dicates that all is well with them and
Everything from aeroplanes to
they are still very much interested
is being used by the agent
snowshoes
doings
Roy
and her
in
here.
of Uncle Sam in taking the 1920 cenLes Alldredge and wife drove down sus of the United States. .
Aeroplanes have come in handy in
from Springer Sunday in their car and
enumerating
the dwellers on the is.
spent the day with Mr. and Mrs. R. E.
Alldredge in Rey. S. Floersheim came lands off the coast of Florida; yachts
and rowboats have been used in tha
with them from his Jaritas ranch.
harbors of the country; native canoes
among the HaOne of the prettiest sights we have have been in demand
being
seen lately is at Henry Farr's place. waiian Islands; "flivvers" are
trusty
Two fine big thorobred Duroc Jersey used everywhere; the tried and
the census
sows with 19 pigs two weeks old com- mule team has carried
and
prising one big happy family. The takers out on the desert regions;
trusted
pigs are as big as ordinary pigs at snowshoes have become the
in Alaska.
a month old and so alike that there is aides of the census man
no distinguishing any one of them
A dainty card received last week
from the rest. They look like ?50U.OO
announces the arrival of Miss Gladys
in cash at weaning time.
Elizabeth, at the home of Mr. and
home
Senator Lodge will perhaps remain Mrs, George Hepburn at theirCanada,
Republican leader of the Senate so at Regina, Saskatchewan,
young
long as he' can discovor in what di- Jan. 24th. Many friends of theto know
interested
be
will
here
parents'
rection the "mild reservationists"
wish, to travel and take that courso of their new treasure.
"
before they compel him.
The people of Liberty community
'
treated to the novelty of seeing
were
Exponents of Republican "econofly over them last week
my" in the House of Representative.? an
and going slow so
altitude
low
a
at
and
rivers
for
estimates
lowered the
to see
opportunity
good
had
a
they
own
in
their
harbors and raised a row
Carl
over
passed
machine
The
it.
ranks at the same time.
Nuiren's house and near J. M. Elder's,
Ben Stewart's and
Mitchell's,
MANY OFFICERS IN HOSPITALS Hugh
.
4,-.
it
s,
canon
Ucie
it waa neuueu iuwoiu
Washington, D. C Officers undersoutheast.
the
from
came
and
going treatment in hospitals for phy- Raton
say it slipped along
observers
Close
12,
January
on
reconstruction
sical
slowly that they have
numbered 1,545, the War Department so quietly and
like to travel in
would
they!
decided
announces. This number was 8 per
cent of the total number of officers one.
in the regular military service on that
Herbert Davis called Monday and
date.
renewed his subscription.
.
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Deputy Assessor, Santiago J. Abey-tof Mora, has been the busiest man
in Roy the past week writing out
tax schedules for the people of Roy
and community. He had his office
with Judge F. H. Foster and people
have stood in line or waited turns
most of the time during office hours.
He is a highly efficient officer and we
have heard little but praise fori him
and his work as assessor. The time
allotted to Roy was hardly sufficient
to take care of all the work of making
returns and, as usual there were persons who didn't come and list their
property. The penalty of 25 per cent
is rather drastic with the excessive,
rate of taxation, but even that doe
not appeal; to some persons to comply with a distasteful and inefficient
law regarding assessing taxes. Thj
whole thing is wrong at the start and
the efforts of the State Tax Commis.
sion are mostly wasted m trying to nx
things that were made wrong in th
a,

start.

......

4,..J

Mrs. F. N. Coldiron and her daughson, C. V. Coldiron, left last
week for Manchester, Kentucky where
they will visit their old home folks
for4wo or three months and return in
the spring. They were anticipating
a fine visit but rather dreading the
kind of weather they had reason to
expect in the east. They will read the
while there as Mr. C. doesn't
write enough news to suit them.

ter and

S--

A shooting case at Molman, a community near Mora occurred last Tuesday in which Trinidad Salazaar, an
elderly man and father of a family
was shot and seriously wounded by
Macario Valdez, a suitor of one of his
daughters. Mr. Salazaar had an arm
and a leg broken by bullets and one
bullet in his head which has caused
total" paralysis. He is in a hospital
at Las Veeas,
The young man who did the shoot- ing ran away and has not as yat
teen npprenenuea.
'

while- - not flashy or extravagant are
in good taste and every convenience
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for the work of the "Inmatea" has
been provided.
Mr. Justice, Mr.
Scott and Miss Soman arc all looking
phasant a;;ain after their long session
without a lome.

Ths
has been obliged to "renig"
on a lot of good advertising and job
business the past two Weck3 while
building. It was simply impossible to
do it. We have managed to print the
paper last week and this under conditions that would appall most printers
but we had to lose or at least postpone a lot of good business that woulfl
-AFTER."
"BEFORE."
have put a hundred dollars into our
bank account if we had been able to
In five days' time, simply through do it. Better facilities
From misery to comfort and
in the future
thV magic of an American ten dollar bill, Is a transformation that U being will make up for some of it.
wrought dally In Western Asia by the Near East Relief of 1 Madison Avenue,
New York Olty. The group of five Armenian children ahown In two pictures
THE CREAM of the residence sechere have reason to bless the American donor of that ten dollar bill. With
this money, the expert workers of Nenr East Belief In Armenia were nble to tion cf Roy is now oilered you in
rid the poor children of their loathesome rajs and to clotho them with new blocks 40 and 41. ..AH cast fronts.
garments of alaja cloth, woven In a Near East Relief Industrial plant and Are you going to buv? Set'
'
F. S. STRICKLAND.
sewed Into garments by the mother of the children. The mother was also
paid a small fee for her services In making the Raiments.
The Bowman girls, of Solano, tried
This was a lucky family.. There are thousands of others not bo lucky to
turn the, corner at their home a
bills.
dollar
of
lack
tea
a
other
of
simply
because
In the Near East,
mile west of town last week at too
Near East Relief Is asking the American people to contribute funds high spqed
ran into the fence
to save the st&rvlnf In the Bible lands. It Is estimated that over 1,250,000
smashing trhee posts and a front
must
be
and
orphans
are
children
250,000
need,
and
desperate
adults are In
wheel of their big new Studebaker
cared for. For the sum of $180 a year Near East Relief can not only feed
car. The accident is
and clothe and shelter an orphan child, but can also give a course In educa- as many have predictednot as serious
for them as
and independence. Many of these orphans
tion towards tlmftte
they have been driving in a manner
aro being "adopted" by Americans, who are providing fund tor the support to indicate
a limited comprehension
of one or ort.yyw
i'ven pwioa.
of the laws of momentum ánd gravity.
is to be hoped the lesson will
prevent the more serious accident:
fast and injudicious driving makes
Mrs. Dorthy Plant, (Mrs. Hick-le- ,, more than probable.
S--

self-respe-
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Mrs Plant Dead

The Flu

It

-

Flu is so prevalent here as to
formerly of Roy) died at her
be almost epidemic. The Mayor home in Akron, Ohio, Jan. 22d,
instructed the Board of health from pneumonia.
Particulars
physician to establish a quaran- next week.
tine if it becomes necessary.

Henry Farr and Charlie Howe pur.
chased a pair 'of
White-Fac- e
Bulls at Denver last week and
Henry has them at his farm taking
care of them in a manner to make the
rest of his cattle envious. They were
curled and polished up like dudes and
as perfect types as one could wish
to see. They were expensive but just
what they needed for their herds as
both these gentlemen have a number
of registered cows in their herds of
e
herefords. '
ld

The death of Dr. Cunningham, of
Lrh Vegas awl Henry Springer, of
C. L. Justice and family are Colfax County, following their at
tendance at the Fat Stock show at
all ill and under quarantine with Denver
is a striking warning again
k
Flu.
at taking chances during the Flu epidemic. Dr. Cunningham was one of
the leading men of the state and Mr.
Tom Hughes and family all Springer a son of Frank Springer,
FOR SALE 12 lots in Blocks 40
J well kiwn..U aver the state for his and 41.
-- Street,
have Flu; -- '
many public and political activities. Rey. See F'. S. Strickland at Roberts
and Olver Lbrr Shed.
An unusual
Mrs. Henry Farr and daughter! The Mesa
Company, deal on these lots.
Louise have been ill with Flu the:of Ry 's getting line to begin aotive
lmsiness operations. Coal Grain and NEWS FROM BRADLEY DISTRICT
past week.
Lumber will be their first specialties.
They are getting busy on preliminary
My, my, who says it snows in New
J. W. Beck is suffering from a arrangements and will soon be doing Mexico! Those people who have
case of Flu contracted at Denver business. They have made very sat- spent a small fortune looking for sunisfactory arrangements with the rail- shine in California and other warm
last week.
road company for space and shipping climates had better spend their tima
facilities.
and money in"improving their claims
or county roads and enjoy the samo
Arno VoelKel, Roy's drayman
Elmer Evans is .back from a visit, climate in New Mexico. '
is sick with Flu thi.s week.
Fast. He called to send the
The little' birthday party at Mr.
to
his friend Bill Gully, at Junction City, Halls was well attended all went away
R. E. Alldredge and wife left Ark., to prove to him some things wishing Miss Blache many happy rehe1 doubted in Elmer's story of this turns
Thursday for Florida for a visit years
crops and try to get him back
Mr. C. C. Moore, Arthur Hazen and
of a month or more in the sunny here again.
father made a business, and pleasure
Mrs. J. M. Elder, has resigned from trip combined to Deilaven last Sunsouth.
her position as principal of the schools day.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Baum took
at Solano, in order that she can de
The S-is now under a roof vote, her time to her home and the Sunday dinner with Mr. and Mrs.
again and we hope to be able to rearing of little Grace. She) is sue. Ralph Hazen and family.
by a young army officer from
Preaching was well attended at
take care of the job work that ceeded
Santa Fe, whose name we have not Bradley Sunday. Rev. Frevor seems
we had to neglect while we were learned.
to be quite a success as a preacher.
Mrs. Don Bradley and children went
out doors.
í LUMBER
to Dawson Sunday to see that "new
A
Large Stock cf. QUALITY niece" who arrived last week.
The Odd Fellows are having a BUILDING MATERIALS.
Frank Smith and G. W. Hazen were
membership boom again. No Weather Strips for doors and win- in Roy Thursday on business.
dows, keep out the cold and dust and
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Aspgren ar
end of work in sight.
make life easier for the housewife.
rived home after a seven weeks visit
in Chicngo and other points in IlliROBERTS & OLVER,
nois.
They look happy and fat as
Harold Taylor returned last
The Republican majority in Con- though vacation agreed with them.
week from Hutchison, Kansas gress
will neither pass a soldiers' land Knut is wearing a long smile now. He
where he has been working in a bill of their own nor permit a Demo- said batching was getting monotogarage. His father, J. J. Taylor cratic measure to be enacted. The nous.
soldiers are expected to be friendly
Ralph Ha,zen, wife, baby and Tony
is not so well this winter.
to the G. O. P. even though the G. O. Heimann were shopping and (yisiting
P. is unfriendly to the soldiers.
the hospital in Roy Saturday.
The School news came too late
Mr. and Mrs. Beem took dinner with
PAINTS tfhd VARNISHES
their daughter and family, Mr. and
and lost out. A lesson in keepe
Paints and Varnishes, Mrs. J. C. Driskill, Sunday.
ing dates. Trains dont wait on the well known SHERMAN WILM. L. Woods threshed a nice lot of
'
LIAMS brands.
cane seed last week. Keller and Harus,
ROBERTS & OLVER,
per did the threshing.
Roy, N. M.
Corn is about all gathered and in
The regular Friday program at
large piles waiting for the sheller
the Roy Schools will not be on The Intermountain province of the to arrive.
's
this week and next.
Prepara- Salvation Army field have begun Fred Heimann called at Ralph
studies of social conditions under the
Sunday evening.
tion for a big program for Wash- direction of field representatives of Mrs. Hubert West has been quite
ington's. Birthday to which the the Army. The social studies are part sick, but is improving.
of the 1920 service program of the
Lee Sanger and Lloyd Morford
patrons are invited.
army made as a preliminary step to were out looking for a couple of loneextending the army's scope of service. ly girls Sunday but last account we
Dwane Stewart, of Belmont,
The studies are made by county had of them they had not found one
Ohio, who has been visiting at advisory boards. These boards are lonely enough to take them in.
made up of leading citizens in each
School is progressing nicely
the G. E. Holtsclaw hoirfc for sev county! Other counties in the prov- the instruction of Miss Bertha under
Rine- eral weeks left Tuesday for the ince are being added as rapidly as the hart.
limited force of field representatives
Miss Clovis Moore visited her sister,
east
States being Mrs. Arthur Hazen Sunday.
can give instructions.
sufvevpd nndp-- r authority of the Dfcn- Tony Heimann went to Clayton Sun
Mrs. FitzUerald has gone to ver office are: Colorado, New Mexi- - day on business. Fred is batching it
Austin Texas to rets and reCUper ,c0 Arizona, Utah and the PanhandM for a few days as his wife is visiting
her parents near Hayden.
ate after her recent illuess,
' The study covers social unrest, juCurtis West keeps the dust fogging
venile delinnuencv. missing persons. with his little old Ford between West's
unemployment and illligiti - farm and Mr. Hall' place. Seems to
Harris Applegate, wife and
service program calls for be something doing over there most
by daughter arrived hut week
e'xten8Íon of lhe Salvation Army of the time if we should judge by
from Montana.
WOrk to th source of nil social evila. Curtis' actions.
high-grad-

--

S--

High-Grad-

Ha-zen-

.
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Rev. Heufn planned a
meeting for Monday evening at which
Dr. Bright, Dist. Representative of
the Methodist Church and Dr. Kuhn,
pastor of the First Christian Church,
of Albuquerque were to be present
and perform the marriage ceremony
which should unite the two organizations into
h
the Christian
church in the load here and the Methodist church in charge at Mills.
It seems that this practical and
commendable plan was about to bo
censumated but the "isms" got busy
and suspicion, distrust and the many
other follies which have divided tha
protestant church and kept them aparb
got busy and, the matter was left
open for more
and in-vestigation.
Rev. Hearne called on a number of
citizens to take dinner at the Roy
Cafe, and the subject of a Community Hall was discussed, arriving at)
the conclusion that plans and estimates
be made and see if we can accomplish
it. Dr. Kuhn made a hit with many
with the insistance that the Program,
or continued proper use of the ideas
behind it were of more importance
than a building and all could see where
it would not be wise to have an expen-siv- e
building going to waste as is the
Springer Community
building donated to that town by the State.
The two issues of Church Feder.
ation became so mixed up that they
tripped over each other in the discussion and impressed us, at least
that one thing at a time and that
well done would be the more effective,
one-wit-

gab-festi-

,

method.
The necessity for churches to unito
for the common good and in the interest of economy, better salaries for

ministers and better work for the
communities is being taught by these
meetings and, seed is being sown that
will bear good fruit in due process of
time.
The greatest trouble is that
those interested are so impatient that,
like children, they must dig up the
seeds every day to see if they aro
growing,
It is apparent- that the denominational ruts in which the churches
travel toward the same ultimate goat
are getting worn so deep that both
are dragging on "High Centers" much
of the time at a great loss of speed
and power. It is also apparent that
it is not easy to turn out of deep ruts
at the will of the driver.
We believe the churches will ul
timately find a place to turn toward
each other and make a new road
where they will both get along better on the same track after the
bumps get worn down a little,
'

-

REINSTATEMENT OF WAR RISK
INSURANCE WITHIN 18
MONTHS HOLDS GOOD
To relieve any confusion that may
in the minds of former service
men on account of the special pro
vision of lapsed War Term Insurance
which authorized reinstatement up to
December 31, 1919, regardless of dato
of discharge, announcement is made
by Director o flhe Bureau of War Risk
Insurance that the provisions for reinstatement of lapsed or canceled in-

exist

surance, within

18

months from date

of discharge, upon payment of only
two months' premiums on the amount
of insurance to be reinstated, provided
the insured is in good health as at
the date of discharge or expiration
of the grace period whichever is the
later date, and so states in his application, still hold good.
The provision that discharged service men are permitted to reinstate

at any time within three calendar
months following the month of dischargee by merely paying the two
months' premiums, without making a
formal application or a statement as
to health is also in force;
The provisions for reinstatement
do not protect a man r i til he actually
reinstates. If he waii he may not be
in as good health as he was at the
time of discharge sr.d consequently
may not be able to t..cure reinstatement.
Do
Don't put off reinstatement.
.

it

now!
Those youthful Republicans who re
ceive prizes aggregating $10,000 for

writing the next national platform for
the G. O. P. are about the only members of their party who stand to win
anything worth while this year.

J. W. Berck is back from Denver
where he made very desirable business relations with the Ford Motor
Co. for the coming year's business.
He will change the name of his enterprise here to "The Beck Motor Co."
and is getting lined up for a big business this summer. He is also beginning to realize what it means to be
County chairman of the Democrats
during a presidential campaign.
HAVElON HND b NEW
AT THIS
CHEVROLETS
RUT THFY WILL
NOT LAST LONG.
NO USE TO TELL YOU WHAT
THEY ARE, YOU KNO- WSOMETHIVG PLEASANT TO
OWN.
COME AND SEE THEM.

WE

Liberty Garage.

THE

FOREIGN

Ü1DEIISATI0II

Premier Lloyd George Is about to offer the miners a proposition that a
referendum of the 20,000,000 electors
of Great Britain be taken on the ques-tio- n
of the nationalization of the coal

OF FRESH NEWS
tHB

LATIÍT

PATCHES

IMPORTANT

DIS-

PUT INTO SHORT,

CRISP PARAGRAPHS.

STORY OF
SHOWING

THE
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PROQRE8S

THK

OP

EVENTS IN OUR OWN AND
POREIQN LANDS.
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Newqpapw Union N.wi Servio.

WESTERN
The Sully, Iowa, State bank was
robbed, and the yeggs escaped with
more than $1,000 In Liberty bonds. The
bandits gained entrance to the bank
by breaking down the front door. They
tacaped In an automobile.
Three hundred and five wells are
turning out petroleum In Mexico at a
dally rate of 1,925,223 barrels, according to advices received In El Paso by
Alberta Rula Sandoval, acting consul
general for Mexico.
Governor Boyle of Nevada has Issued a call for a special session of
the Legislature to consider ratification of the federal suffrage amendment. The Legislature Is to convene
for one day, Feb. 7.
A man who has been Identified by
papers in his pockets as Frank
Travers of Eureka, Calif., walked Into the lobby of ,the National hotel
New York, placed a gun at his head
and fired a bullet Into his brain. He
died In an ambulance.
Seventeen of the leading wholesale
grocers of Chicago have been Indicted
by the federal grand Jury on charges
of making Illegal gains by profiteering
In sugar. Indictments bring up the
total of sugar profiteers caught In the
and more
federal net to twenty-fou- r
Indictments are expected In a few days
The first shipment of elk from Yellowstone park to a point outside the
United States left Gardiner, the northern entrance, for Rocky Mountain
park, Banff, Alberta. Two hundred 1
elk were .loaded In four
and
cars and shipped by express to the
Canadian park, where they were
turned loose.
The Protestant Episcopal diocese of
Eastern Missouri, at Its annual convention In St. Louis, unanimously
adopted a resolution giving deaconesses the privilege of voting in
on the 'same
diocesan conventions
basis as the clergy. So far as Episcopalians here know, this is the first
diocese In the United States to take
such action.
Burglars forced their entrance
through a brick wall with the aid of
picks and crowbars, robbed the clothing establishment of Charles Perizki
at Salt Lake City of twenty-sevesuits of clothes valued at approximately $1,000. Perizki, In his report to the
police, said his stock had been thoroughly gone over and only the best
garments taken.
n

WASHINGTON
Henry P. Fletcher has resigned as
United States ambassador to Mexico
to take effect in the course of the
next few weeks.
Former service men may reinstate
their war risk term insurance at any
time before July 1, 1020, under a new
ruling of the bureau of war risk Insurance, announced by Director
Cholme-ley-Jone-

s.

War prosperity has doubled the demand for precious stones. American
buyers of diamonds and pearls spent
$S5,000,000 for gems with London exporters In 1919, figures of the Commerce Department In Washington
show.

have occurred in the
streets of Madrid, owing to the shortage of tobacco. The police several
times were compelled to charge
crowds In the Huerto del Sol, where
they had assembled in front of the
tobacco stores. '
Professor Magglora of Bologna University in Rome is reported to have
succeeded in isolating the germ of
lethargic, encepulltis. (sleeping, sickness) In the blood of patients. He is
now said to be preparing a serum to
combat the disease.
Consideration of the future constitution of Prussia has been closd by the
commission assigned to the task and
It has been decided that Prussia will
not have a president of Its own. The
head of the legislative assembly will
chief of the state.
be
Bolshevikl have repeatedly attacked
the Japanese forces In the Ussurl re
gion, Siberia, according to an Exchange Telegraph dispatch from
Tokio. The Japanese, the dispatch
added, used 'purely defensive tactics
and were able to repulse all assaults
easily.
German newspapers publish a letter
from former Emperor William to a
personal friend in which Count Ho- henzollern expresses his absolute discouragement and says he does not
He
wish ever to return to Germany.
says he believes his return would
cause a split between German factions.
divorce crush In Eng
The post-wa- r
land is steadily Increasing, and It was
declared that no diminution is In
prospect. There were 1,325 undefended
cases in the January list of the divorce court, and a new list is being
prepared to take care of the surplus
cases. The big Increase in divorces is
attributed to the upheaval in social
circles caused by the war. .
The Germans "have only arrived at
the vale of tears through which we are
forced to pass," said Minister of Agrl

culture Braun In the Prussian diet In
with the food debate,
"Worse times are coming. The masses
must be told that our only hope is in
The minister then
creased work."
made the startling announcement that
Germany soon would arrive at the
point where she would be unable to
buy anything abroad, but would be
wholly dependent upon home produc
tion.
connection

GENERAL
Fire at Pittsburg destroyed fifteen
homes of Carnegie steel company employés at Clalrton and, according to
the police, seven bodies have been taken from the ruins.
H. B. Hnrper of Philadelphia was
elected president of the National Au
tomobile Dealers' Association, and Chi
cago was chosen for the 1921 conven
tion. P. H. Greer, Los Angeles, was
chosen first vice president.
Women administering property in
their own right will be permitted to
vote at the first national election In
a
next month, according to
an announcement made by the cabiJugo-Slavl-

net at Belgrade.
MaJ. Richard Lloyd George, son of
the British premier, arrived in New
York on the steamer Mauretanla from
The
Southampton and Cherbourg.
major, who was accompanied by his
wife, said he was on a "business trip"
to America.
Permission to stage a world's cham
plonshlp bout between Bennle Leon
ard, lightweight champion of the
world, and Freddie Welsh, English
champion, was granted by Sir William
Allerdyce, governor general of the
Bahama islands.
In
the
Day laborers, employed
plants of the United States Steel Corporation have been granted a 10 per
cent wage Increase, effective Feb. 1
The wage rates of other workers em
ployed by the 'corporation will be
"equitably adjusted," is the report.
Art treasures valued at $750,000
were destroyed In a fire which swept
through the annex of the American
Fine Arts building In New York. The
total loss Is expected to exceed $1,000,
Most of the burned paintings
000.
were ir the Vanderbilt exhibition.
Sharp increases In premiums paid by
automobile owners for insurance
against theft and accident are to be
announced shortly by the eastern con
ference of the National Automobile
Underwriters, it was stated In New
The underYork In insurance circles.
writers were said to be wavering be
tween nn increase of 40 per cent and
50 per cent.
Membership In churches of all de
nominations increased 2,779,667 since
1916, according to the new year book
Issued by the Federated Council of the
Churches of Christ In America. The
following figures of present member
ship in the United States appear In
the book: Protestant, 25,080,456; Ro- -

The Senate has voted to appropriate
for the use of the public
health service in its fight against influenza.
Dr. Hugh S. Cummlng of Hampton,
Virginia, was nominated surgeon general of the public health service by
President Wilson. He succeeds Dr.
Rupert Blue, whose term expired on
Jan. 15.
measures were given a
further setback by refusal of the
House rules committee to give legislative preference for their consideration. No further hearings will be
held, and the Judiciary committee is
expected to report a new measure, In
corporating the features of the Dnvey
bill, which has been suggested as
ample by the Department of Justice.
Secretary Baker has ruled that no
changes would be made In the present
army uniforms, mally because of the
high cost of material. At a recent
conference of general officers and de
partment commanders,
suggestions
were made for changes in uniform
Jewish,
17,549,324;
regulations which would include the mnn Catholic,
adoption of the rolled collar, the Sam 200,000; Mormon, 494,388; Greek,
Brown belt and limited use of the Orthodox, 119,781; Russian, Orthodox,
$500,000

,

Anti-seditio- n

old blue uniforms.
Consumption of wool In December
Increased from 20,000,000 pounds to
64,000,000 pounds, the monthly report
of the bureau of markets showed.
There was continued demand for
fabrics made from the finer grades of
wool, 34 per cent of the total consump-

tion being of the fine grades.
Silver production In Mexico from
January to September, 1919, amounted
to 46,948,621 ounces, compared with
62,225,344 ounces for the year 1918,
according to a report received In
Washington from Mexico City to the
Department of Commerce,

99,681.

Window washers In Chicago have
gone on strike demanding $48 a week
for experienced washers who work on
extension ladders and $44 a week for
apprentices men who have served.
less than six months in the business
The washers demand pay for forty
four hours a week regardless of
whether or not work Is done.
"The Jnzz must go; It Is on the

wane;

fashion

decrees that it must

go," was the declaration of W. J. Kara
good of St Louis, secretary of the
American Federation of Musicians, In
annual convention at Detroit.

NAME "BAYER" ON
GENUINE ASPIRIN

POLISH DIVISION
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REPORTED
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Western Newepaper Union News Service.

The Commercial hotel, the Orine
Mercantile Company's building, and the
building occupied by the Edward Shoe
Company and the telephone office,
were .burned to the ground here early
Sunday.
On account of the demand for resi
dence property at Albuquerque a new
tract of land consisting of fifty acres,
adjoining the city on the north will be
placed on the market in the near future. The owners of the land will give
three streets to the county of Bernalillo and will subdivide the balance Into lots which will be sold on easy
terras.
This should be a banner year for Ari
zona in highway construction and with
proper
between- the various highway authorities, two years
should see the entire system completed, aoiording to Gov, Thomas E. Campbell of Arizona In an address written
by him and rend at the state convention of the Arizona Good Roads Association held at Tucson.
That the new dam and canal Irri
gating upwards of 8,000 acres of fruit
and alfalfa lands on the Pecos river at
Fort Sumner, N. M., can be completed
for less than $200,000, was the gratifying news brought to the farmers of
that valley by the final report received
from M. C. Hinderllder, Irrigation engineer of Denver, who has made an
exhaustive study of conditions.
The well being drilled by the E. T.
Williams Oil Company in the Willow
Creek field' of Rio Arriba county, N.
M., Is down 1,200 feet "in depth and
may cut an oil sand at any time. This
well Is being drilled to test out the
Pennsylvania system of rocks In the
San Juan basin and it Is believed that
a new oil field rivaling the famous
fields of Texas will be opened up.
The board of trustees of the Phoenix
public schools have set February 17th
as the date for a bond election to de
termine whether $500,000 bonds should
be issued to cover the cost of erecting
three new buildings for the Phoenix
union high school and of paving adjacent streets. The structures proposed
to be constructed are a class room
building, manual training building and
a gymnasium.
Arizona's taxpayers will be called
upon to produce approximately $800,-00In addition to the amounts already
budgeted, If the legislation proposed
by the school administration committee carries at the coming session of the
Legislature, the committee suggesting
that the present budget of about $800,-00be increased to almost double the
amount In order to Increase the salaries of the teachers.
Word has been received at Albu
querque that a party of 125 tourists
from London, England, will visit the
Southwest during the coming summer.
While in this country they will visit
El Paso and will ride over the Apache
trail from Globe to Phoenix by the way
of the Roosevelt dam. The party will
reach El Paso about the first of April,
but as yet It Is not known Just what
points they Will visit In New Mexico.
The final plans for the construction
Hill forest aid
of the Copitan-Noga- l
road project in Lincoln county, New
Mexico are completed and are now up
for approval. This project Involves 6.72
miles, the estimated cost of which is
about $34,000, and Is a section of state
road No. 13, running from Roswell to
Carrizozo. The construction of forest
aid road project Is done by the forest
service and the federal bureau of pub
lic roads.'
Robbery of the Gilbert, Ariz., post
office by croeksmen resulted In the
-

0

loss of $3,000 In cash, money orders
and stamps, it was announced, as a re
sult of a check by county officials and
a postoffice Inspector.
According to a statement of a prom
inent oil man there are at the present
oil wells partly
time thirty-sevedrilled In New Mexico, and of this num
have been obliged
ber twenty-seveto close down on account of bad weather. If all the preseflt plans are carried out there will be 207 wells drilling by the middle of the coming summer. ' The only wells which are actually producing at the present time are
those in McKlnley county.
n
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tablets only as told in each "Bayer" package.

POLES

KILL

UKRAINIANS

OFFICERS

CAPTURE

ODE8SA

WITH AID OF KHERSON
REGULARS.

-

The "Bayer Cross" Is the thumb tains proper directions to safely reller
print of genuine "Bayer Tablets of Colds, Headache, Toothache, Earache,
London, Feb. 2. A Moscow wireless Aspirin." It protects you against imi Neuralgia, Lumbago, Rheumatism, Neu
dispatch reports that the Esthonlan tations and identifies the genuine As- rltls, Joint Pains, and Pain generally,
authorities have arrested General'
Handy tin boxes of twelve tablets
pirin prescribed by physicians for over
a former officer of the Ruscost but a few cents. Druggists also
eighteen
years.
sian northwest army, who is said to
sell larger "Bayer" packages. Aspirin
Always buy an nnbroterl package of Is the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture
have been the captor of General
'Bayer Tablets of Aspirin" which con of Monoaceticaclde8terof Sallcyllcacld.
The dispatch says a Polish division
His Table Manners.
In Siberia has mutinied and murdered
Forced Honesty.
its officers and Joined the Bolshevikl.
I don't like those paper
Flatbush
Dick I picked up a quarter today
It also asserts that General Seme-lio- and gave It to the owner.
napkins.
s troops have Joined the Reds.
Bensonhurst But they are sanitary,
Father That's a good honest boy.
Dick Yes. I couldn't help It. The you know. .
London. A Bolshevik communica
"Perhaps so. But they scratch my
man that dropped It had me by the
tion received here says:
neck when I tuck 'em In my collar."
ear.
"We have captured Parekop town
(in Taurlda, near the Black sea) and
driven the enemy out of his fortified
positions on the Chengarsk peninsula,
Inflicting heavy Josses.
In all eases of
"In the capture of Jojneudinsk, in
PINKEYE
DISTEf.IPER,
whole
the Kansk region, we took the
of the second Slav battalion prisoner INFLUENZA, COLDS, ETC.
and captured five armored trains."
of all hones, brood mares,' oolta
A Vienna dispatch to the Exchange
and stallions is to
Telegraph Company says that, accordTHEM"
SP0IIN
ing to the Ukrainian press, the capture
tongue
in
on
the feed with
or
the
was
Odessa
of
port
of the town and
effected by Ukrainian regulars rein- SFCKX'S DISTEMPER flOMPOUXO
forced by Irregulars of the Kherson
4
Weetern Newspaper Union New Service.

h.

ff

The

government.

There was hard fighting against
General Deniklne's troops," most of
whom were taken prisoners, while the
remainder retreated into Rumanian
territory, where they were disarmed.
British Not After U.'S. Loans.
Washington.
Positive assertion that
the British government does not plan
to seek further loans In the United
States, but, on the contrary, Is desirous of reducing the obligations it already has Incurred here, Is Included
In a statement from London transmitted to Secretary Glass through B,
C. Lindsay, British charge d'affaires,
and made public. The statement also
denies emphatically "repeated allega-

tions In the press that the British government desires to borrow large sums
In the United States."
U. 8. Fliers Released.
San Antonio, Texas. Lleuts. E. F.
Davis and G. E. Grimes, United States
aviators who have been held by Mexican authorities when they made a
forced landing near Guerrero, have
been released at Nueva Laredo and
crossed the Rio Grande to Laredo,
Texas, according to Col. J. E. Fechet,

Southern department, air service of
The aviators were release by
order of Gen. Reynaldo Garza, com
mander of the garrison of Nueva Lar
ficers.

edo,

after

a conference

with MaJ.
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lian F. Seenz.
Sets New Air Record.
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of the aerial mill between Cleveland
and Chicago, recently covered the 335
miles between the two cities at an av
erage speed of 155 miles an nour. mis
was said to break all speed records In
this country for a flight of more than
Lieutenant Knight left
300 miles.
Cleveland at 11 o'clock a.m. and arrived ill Chicago two hours and ten
minutes later.
.
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they are "exposed." A few drops a day
exposed irom
Íirevent those Contains
nothing- Injurious. Bold by druggists, harness deal60 cents
ers or by the manufacturers.
and f Lit per bottle. AGENTS
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Give the remedy to all of them. It acts
diseas by expelling: tha germs. It
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BPOHN MEDICAL COMPANY, GOSHEN. IND.
MEANT

TO SERVE AS BEACON
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Statue of Liberty at New York Is Not Of Them All the Hickory Is Easily
the Best Known, and Grows
Fulfilling Original Purpose
Nowhere

of Designer.
The statue of Liberty, In New York
harbor, is electrically Illuminated
that Is, so flooded with light as to be
rendered brightly visible at night.
Originally, however, the Idea was
to make it serve as a beacon, and for
this purpose the "flame" of the lady's
torch was cut at the sides, the openings fitted with glass, and nine duplex
arc lamps placed Inside.
Thus was obtained a light which,
upheld at a height of 305 feet above
the water, was visible 24 miles out
at sea, or ten miles beyond the anchorage of the outside lightship.
Its maintenance was assigned to the government lighthouse board.
But the lighthouse board declared
that it had little or no usefulness as
an aid to navigation, Its value being
purely sentimental, and in 1902 the
light was extinguished, the business
of illuminating the statue being handed over to the' war department.

Else.

Of the
American trees,
hickories are perhaps the best known,
being strictly North American trees,
none now growing In any other part
of the world. Of the 14 known species one is Mexican, the other 13 growing east of the Rocky mountains. Indiana boasts of six species, of which
the shagbnrk, or shellbark, Is the most
noted, because of Its nuts and peg

culiar bark.
The wood of most of these species
Is tough, strong and flexible, but because of Its value for Implements and
fuel ,the Bnest trees of our forests
have been sacrificed, the crop of wild
nuts decreasing as a consequence.
The pecan is the largest of our
hickories, being a native of the south-

ern and southwestern counties of Indiana and growing to perfection in
the rich, moist soils of river bottoms.
The black walnut grows west from
western Massachusetts to Minnesota.
Its branches are stout and spreading,
tree when
forming a
crazy over grown in the open.

The Reason.
"They say England Is

round-toppe-

d

spirits."
Too Bright
"I thought you said that new boy
was very bright?"
A man's second love is apt to be
"So he was, but he was too bright"
worth more money than the first
"That so?"
"Yes. He hadn't been here a month
Mistakes of the past should be made before he wanted to tell me how to
over Into guldeboards of the future.
run the business."

"No wonder with a lot of our
stock probably going over there."

York Must Undergo Operation.
Worcester, Mass. Sergt. Alvln ' C.
York, war hero, who Is touring the
United States In behalf of the Alvln
C. York foundation to found and main
tain a school In the mountain section
of the South, has been forced to cancel his tour owing to an attack of apHe was stricken after his
pendicitis.
lecture In Boston. He was placed under doctors' care here and they advised ap immediate operation.

Tombstone Full of Witnesses.
are filled to overflowing and private
homes are caring for scores of defendants, witnesses and Jurymen here for
A.
N.
State Lnnd Commissioner
for more than 200 persons
Field of New Mexico has ordered that the trials
deporting 1,186 striking copthe oil leases of 57,000 acres of land accused of
from Blsbee, Ariz., to Coper
miners
In the Tularosa Basin, located west of
M., on July 12, 1917.
N.
lumbus,
Tularosa, will be sold at public sale on
April 3rd. This land Is nearly all In
Otero county, there being only a limI. W. W.s Found Guilt.
ited acreage In the panhandle of SoTacoma, Wash. A Jury, trying thirty-corro country. No bid will be accepted six
supposed Industrial Workers of
unless the bidder qualifies by filing a the World on a charge of criminal synbond to guarantee that a well will be dicalism, returned a verdict of guilty
completed within one year.
hours.
after being out fifty-eigThe railroad valuation for this year
will pass $100,000,000, In the opinion
Talks 900 Miles by Wireless.
of. Joseph E. Saint, head of the State
New York. Wireless telephone con
Tax Commission of New Mexico, which versation any distance is considered a
fixes the valuation under law. He es possibility of the near future by Rob
timated that the valuation, for the rail ert Gowen, engineer In charge of tne
roads, would be raised between $3.- - Deforest Radio Company of Osslning,
Last year's who made a series of experiments with
000,000 and $4,000,000.
valuation was $98,461,831.
a new wireless telephone apparatus. In
Ginning of cotton in Maricopa coun his experiments Mr. Gowen said ne
ty in 1919 totalled 30,850 bules as has talked to various points In a ra
against 16,633 In 1918, according to a dlus of 900 miles. The receiving apreport received by the Phoenix Cham- paratus will also record telegraphic
ber of Commerce from the bureau of dots and dashes from the ordinary
census, Department of Agriculture.
wireless plants.
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Coffee Prices Are Up

But
There's M &aiSG
In Price Of

.
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Possum
'Try'this delicious table

of coffee-llk- é
flavor m place of your
next pound of coffee
Note the satisfaction,
not only to purse but
to health, and you'll
continue to drinlo
this delióKtful.family
dTinK.
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LINCOLN THE "MOST SCULPTURED

8PANISH-AMERICA-

EeeI a l.!sflclE3

PLANS TO AVOID

Ycu Should Kava tlia East

RIAN."

TUBER DISEASES
Lincoln has been the subject of more
heroic statues than any other American.

'
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Har von ever stooped to reason why
it is that to many product that are ei- tpn.ivnlv arlvflrtinerl. all at once droD Out

On this page are reproduced five
of the most prominent examples.

of sight and are Mon forgotten? The
'
f..1Kll I
H4 iuuui
.1. uiu
J.J uu.
i mruum
mo
reason is plain
the promises of the manufacturer. This
applies more particularly to a medicine.
A medicinal preparation that hai real
curative value almost sells itself, as like
an endiosa chain system the remedy U
by those who have been
recommended
benefited, to those who are in need of it.
A prominent druggist aayi lake lor
a
example Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roopreparation I have sold for many yean
and never hesitate to recommend, for in
almost every case it shows excellent results, ai many of my customers testify.
No other kidney remedy has io large a
ale."
According
to sworn statements and
verified testimony of thousands who have
used the preparation, the success of Dr.
is due to the tact,
Kilmers Swamp-Koo- t
io many people claim, that it fulfills almost every wish in overcoming kidney,
liver and bladder ailments; corrects urinary troubles and neutralizes the urio
acia, which causer rheumatism.
You may receive a sample bottle oi
Swamp-Roo- f
by Parcels Post. Addresi
Dr. Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y,
and enclose ten cents; also mention this
paper. Large and medium 'size bottlei
for sale at all drug stores. Adv.
.
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of Them.
Horace Did uny man ever' kiss you
before I did?
Helen Yes, dear.
Horace Tell me his name so I can
beat hi ra tip!
Helen I'm afraid that he might be
too many for you.
A Number

8t

Masterpiece of
Oaudens in
coln Park,

Lin-

Statue

at

N.
Rochester,
Masterpiece
Considered
Leonard Volk.

Y
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The Criticized Cin
cinnati Lincoln.
By George Barn-

ard.

BHi
i

Ü

AND

FATE

LINCOLN

Nearly a century and a half ago a
father working In hla field In a Kentucky clearing was shot and killed by
Indians. His three eons were with
him. The oldest ran to the house and
reached It unharmed. The next in age
ran In another direction for the nearest settlement The youngest, a boy
of six, was seized by one of the at-

tackers.

lse.

Iff

i ''I

When the oldest boy looked out,
after barring the door, he saw bis
brother In the grasp of an Indian. He
took down the family musket, aimed
through an opening and shot the Indian dead. The boy, released, made
his way to the house. In a few hours
a rescuing, party from the settlement
drove the raiders away.
Y 1
boy was Thomas
The
He became the father of The Younger Lin
Rail Lincoln.

Minneapolis

Tribune.

ern delegation ; but they were sudden
ly abnndoned, and Mr. Lincoln was
brought forward In their stead. The
local pressure was so great that he
carried the nomination over Mr. Sow-ard, and was elected president In No

"ABE" LINCOLN
,

REAL AMERICAN

vember, 1860.

Ufe of Great American President
Has Furnished Inspiration to
Every Boy Born Under
the Starry Banner.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN, sixteenth

president of the

i .OH

United States,
was born in Hardin county, Kentucky, on Febru-

ary

12,

1809,

be-

ing the son of
Lincoln,
Thomas

a laboring farmer. While be was
still a boy, his father moved to Illinois : there Lin
coln began life as a laborer in the
bush, building rail fences a circumstance which gained for him In after
years the designation of "the
also working as a common
sailor on the flat boats which navi
gated the Mississippi river. While
thus employed he picked up a little
learning, and gave all his spare time
to reading what books came his way.
He served as captain of militia during tho Indian troubles in the Northwest and in 1834 was elected to the
Illinois legislature. Three years later
he was admitted to the bar, and met
with much success as an advocate. In
r"

1847 he was, elected to congress, where

tie supported the 'Whig party and be

came conspicuous, as an opponent of
slavery. The Whig party was broken
up after the presidential election of
1852, and two years later he appeared
as leader of the newly organized Republican party. He made several un- -

.

"

"

successful attempts to obtain a seat
In the senate. In 1860, however, he
was raised to the highest office in the
'

republic.
The national Republican convention
met at Chicago in June of that year,
and up to the eleventh hour it was
supposed that Mr. Chase of the state
of Ohio, and Mr. Bates of Missouri,
would dlvkle the votes of the west

Steel Needles Chlneae Invention.
The Chinese were the first people In
the world to use steel needles. The
Chinese needles slowly made their way

westward until they were brought into
Europe by the Moors.

as
coln. By O'Con- Splitter. By An- - Abraham Lincoln,
Thirty-tw- o
years later twej boys, nor.
drew O'Connor
chums,' were strolling along Ttnob
creek, Hardin county, Kentucky. The younger, only seven years old, attempted to swing himself over the creek on a sycamore tree. Midway he
lost his hold and fell in. The other rescued him. The rescuer's name was
Gallagher, and but few men have been privileged to perform equal sárvlce for
their country.
The boy he rescued was Abraham Lincoln.
Twice death was cheated that America might be saved It was chance,
or something else. Most Americans prefer to believe It was something
Lincoln

Every department of housekeeping
needs Red Cross Bag Blue. Equally
good for kitchen towels, table linen,
sheets and pillowcases, etc.

The result of the election was tre
Nearly all the southern
mendous.
states seceded from the Union before
the new president was Inaugurated.
Then came the attack on Fort Sum
ter and the terrible Civil war, which
for four long years devastated the
southern states of the Union. Lincoln's
tact and service during these four
years are too well known to be re
counted.
At the expiration of his term of
to the presi
office he was
dency, and lived to see the ultimate
success of the federal arms, and the
surrender of Richmond and the army
of General Robert E. Lee. While on
a visit to the Ford theater, Washing
ton, April 14, 1866, Abraham Lincoln
was shot through the head by an actor
named John Wilkes Booth; he passed
away on the following morning.
Lincoln Eccentric About Beard.
In the matter of beards, as In everything else, Abraham Lincoln retained
an open mind. He was not above
liking change for his own sake, monot
ony wearying him.
In 1853 Lincoln wore a beard.
In 1857 and 1858 he was beardless.
During the debate with Douglas h
was growing a beard.
The day after his first nomination
the beard was gone.

WOMEN

WONDER AT
HER MANY CLOTHES

"Diamond Dyes" Maka Faded,
Shabby Garments New.

Old,

Don't worry about perfect results.
Uso "Diamond Dyes," guaranteed to
give a new, rich, fadeless color to any
fabric, whether It be wool, silk, linen,
cotton or mixed goods, dresses.
blouses, stockings, skirts, children'

coats, feathers

everything

1

Direction Book In package tells how
to diamond dye over any color. To
match any material, have dealer show
you "Diamond Dye" Color Card. Adv.

Several Measures Open to Farm- ers to Prevent Disorders of
of
ELIMINATE

ANY

-

PLANT

VEAK

Seed Selection In Bin at Time of Cut
ting Removes All Specimens Show
ing Any Ailment Spraying
Controls Blight.
Prepared by the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture.)
measures
control
The principal
available to all farmers for use
igalnst potato diseases are plant se
lection in the seed plot, tuber selection
In the bin, seed treatment, field spraying, and prevention through soil sanitation and modification of cultural
practices.
,
Plant selection in the seed plot alms
it the elimination from the grower's
seed stock of the progeny of all plants
that are weak or diseased from any
:ause.. Each year a sufficiently large
area is set aside for the grower's own
seed production. It is planted with
the best stock obtainable, is properly
but not excessively fertilized, and special care is bestowed upon It All objectionable plants, with their tubers,
If any have formed, are removed from
time to time as the Indications of
weakness or disease appear. At digging time further selection may be employed to remove the progeny of hills
having normal tops but giving undesirable or unsatisfactory returns.
Is directed
Seed plot selection
diseases
against those tuber-bornwhich cannot be detected by Inspection of the seed stock, but at the same
time it is effective In such troubles
as black leg and wilt, and It Is a very
efficient . means of removing varietal
mixtures and the poor yielding, though
not necessarily diseased, hills. It cannot be depended upon to restore productivity quickly in stock containing
high proportion of degenerate or
jrun-ohills. A new start with vig
orous stock is the only practical course
in such cases.
Selection In Bin.
Tuber selection in the bin Is best
carried out at the time of cutting. It
removes tubers showing decay, serious mechanical injury and necrosis,
either external or internal, and is aimed primarily against the wilt diseases,
net necrosis, black Ie& and other
diseases from those con

Unanswerable.

"I hope you didn't take a second
piece of cake, Ethel?" said the mcilier
to the young daughter, who had been
visiting a friend for tea.
"Yes, I did, mother," replied the
child. "You told me never to contra
dict, and the lady said : 'I know you'll
have another piece of cake;' so what
could I say?"
AUGUST FLOWER.

GREEN'S

Potato Plant

this purpose thus far devised is properly prepared and properly applied
home-mad- e
bordeaux mixturé. Intelligently and effectively used. It Is 'capable of controlling almost completely
the most serious outbreaks of late
blight, with a large margin of profit As
to the advisability of Its use against
early blight local conditions must determine. The mixture has at least
minor value as a plant stimulant acts
as a protective covering, and exerts
a mildly repellent action against such
trisects as flea beetles.
The essential requirements regarding the sprayer are that It should have
a pump which, delivers the mixture
under a constant pressure of from

Constipation Invites other troubles
which come speedily unless quickly
checked and overcome by Green's
August Flower which Is a gentle laxative, regulates digestion both in
stomach and intestines, cleans and
sweetens the stomach and alimentary

e
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Healthy Life
Your liver healthy or clogged, active
or sluggish makes all the difference
between a vigorous,
cheertul me ana ww jepirits and fail- ure. To subdue
a stubborn
.
liver: over- J- A
IT I.
l

4 PILLAS

come cuiwu- pation, dizzir., 'SECTS'
ness, bilious
ness, indigestion, neadacne ana me
blues there is nothing on earth so good
as Csrtsr'i Uttb Urw Fills. Purely vegetable.
Small Pill Small Dose Small Price
DR. CARTER'S IRON PILLS, Nature's
great nerve and blood tonic for
Anemia, Rheumatism, Nervousness,
Sleeplessness and Female Weakness.
,rS7
gMilissnsI tear simitar

i

A

Potato Affected With Common Scab.

120 to 200 pounds and that it should
be equipped with an adequate num
ber of nozzles of a type that will
throw the spray In a fine mist in suffi
cient force to cover all parts of the

plant

Soli sanitation measures, such as
crop rotation and .the removal of in
fection-bearinmaterial, tiling for
drainage and aeration, and various
other means of Influencing the biologi
cal processes of the soil are the means
resorted to for removing disease germs
from soil In which they have become
established.

;

Potato Affected With Russet Scab,
Showing the Russetlng and Cracking, Associated With the Fungus
Rhizoctonla of a Western Potato.

cent formaldehyde)
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Standard cold remedy for 29
ie, eur, b
I tablet
lorro
In 24
j!tt bre.ki upgripa cold
in 1 djys.
hour relieree
II
lain,
It
in
back
ley
nulne box fcaa a Red
p with Mr. nail
picture,

niTTLE
If

Age-uer-

Portraits of 1861, 18C3, and 18C4 blowing, headache, dryness. No strug
show the full beatd, but before 1864
gling for breath at night; your cold
was ended the Lincoln face was
or catarrh will be gone.
smooth again. The last portrait,
Get a small bottle of Ely's Crenra
made on April 8, 1865, shows the fair
Balm from your druggist now. Apply
beginning of a beard.
a little, of this fragrant, antiseptic,
cream in your nostrils. It
healing
Lincoln and Economy.
through every air passage of
Abraham
As an advocate of thrift,
the head, soothes the Inflamed or
Lincoln was far less prolific than an
swollen mucoiis membrane and relief
Benjamin
other great American,
comes Instantly.
Franklin. Lincoln published no "Poor
It's Just fine. Don't stay stuffed-u- p
Richard's Almanac." If he had, doubtwith a cold or nasty catarrh Relief
less his Injunctions to thrift would cernes so quickly. Adv. .
have been fully as trenchant and point
ed as were those of Franklin. For
His Only Chance.
Lincoln was forced to thrift arid con
"She says she's going to give sing
sequently renllzed the value of it,.
ing lessons.", "She'll have to. Nobody'd
Summarized, his advice on this sub
ever pay her, for them."
ject was: "Teach economy: that Is
What has become of the
one of the first and highest virtues.
ioned girl who, when a love affair went
It begins with saving money."
wrong, pined away and died?

r

rfnmTCn'C

ald.

In one minute your clogged nostrils
will open, the air passages of your
head will cleaT and you can breathe

97.

1

"Yes?"
"But not Mrs. Gadder."
"No?"
"She's going to Europe soon and she
is asking everybody what would be the
proper costume to wear when viewing
a battlefield." Uirmingnam

1
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Still Frivolous.

Head-Cold-

'

i
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CASCARAQUININ

1

V

m

HILL'S

Physiological Disorders.
Modified cultural practice Is one of
the means by which the
ing parasitic organisms and such troubles as malnutrition, tlpburn, and va
rious other physiological disorders are
dealt with. Obviously the special
modification advisable in any case de
pends upon the trouble and the specific
condition ; for example, tlpburn results
from the Inability of the root system
to supply an adequate quantity of water to the tips of the leaves. Frequently this is the result of shallow
rooting, which in turn may follow
from too hard a subsoil, too shallow
plowing, a layer of dry soil at the
bottom of the furrow, concentration
stitutional weaknesses frequently de- of plantfood at the surface, and so
veloping from the use of partially de- on. The remedial practice must aim
cayed or seriously Injured seed. It Is at removing the cause or so Improving
not" a satisfactory substitute for the the conditions
that the natural
seed plot selection but supplements It strength and vigor of the plant will
to good advantage.
carry it through. Disregard of soil
Seed treatment Is employed to de
sanitation and careless cultural prac
stroy (1) the sclerotia of Rhizoctonla
tices account for a very large propor
or black scurf, (2) the
tion of the unprofitable crops of pota
organism 'present In common scab toes produced every year In the United
spots, and (3) surface infection with States. ,
,
the black leg organisms which may
I
have resulted from contact with tu
FIX UP HENHOUSE IN WINTER
bers decaying from this cause. It is
also of value In destroying the germs Poultryman Has Most Time at His
of some other minor diseases on the
Disposal Then to Make Things
surface of seed potatoes. Seed treat
Convenient for Flock.
ment does not reach black leg or other
types of Infection within the tuber
Winter is the season when the poul
and of course has no effect on Rhizoc
try keeper has most time at his dis
tonla or scab organisms in the soil posal to use his hammer, saw and
Two solutions are in common use. The nails in behalf of his flock. Many con
one most generally recommended conveniences for the henhouse require
tains four ounces of corrosive subli- only a little lumber and time for con

"The war sobered some people."

Tells How to Get Quick Relief
It's Splendid
from

'I,

SN

to KILL COLDSN

l

canal, stimulates the liver to secrete
the bile and impurities from the blood-I- t
is a sovereign remedy used in many
thousands of households all over the mate (bichloride of mercury) dissolvcivilized world for more than half a ed In 30 gallons of water, The other
century by those who have suffered contains one pint of formalin (40 per
nervous dyspepsia,
with indigestion,
sluggish liver, coming up of food, palpitation, consilpation and other to
testinal troubles. Sold by druggists
and dealers everywhere. Try a bottle,
take no substitute. Adv.

CREAM FOR CATARRH
OPENS UP NOSTRILSj

HillisEsXX
used last year
112

in 30 gallons of

water. In either case the treatment
consists in Immersing potatoes In the
solution for an hour and a half to
two hours either at planting time or
at any convenient earlier date. Cor
rosive sublimate dissolves with ditn- culty In cold water, amalgamates with
metals, is a deadly poison when taken
internally, and deteriorates with use.
It must therefore be .handled with
great care, used in wood or cement
containers, and renewed frequently
Sacks employed as dipping containers
use up the chemical more rapidly than
solution, is
The formalin
crates.
cheaper than corrosive sublimate, eas
ier to make up, does not change
strength on using, nor does it grow
weaker on standing as Is frequently
stated, but It is less efficient and seems
sometimes to injure the seed slightly,
though usunlly this Is not the case.
Spraying Controls Blight
Spraying when properly done controls both the early blight and the late
blight. By far the best mixture for

-

Vv4"v

Cuticura Soap
Is Ideal for
The Complexion

Soap 25c, Ointment 25 and 50c, Talcaa 25c

BRAZIL, SOUTH AMERICA,
Reliable information for those
desiring to locate there.. Address
308 Berks Trust Bldg, Reading, Pean.
He Wasn't So Much.
Giles' grandmother, with whom he
lived, was 111 and the little fellow was
left uncared for except for his own
childish efforts. One day he came
home very dirty and shabby in appearance and with his stockings down.
Ills grandmother bewailed the fact

that she was unable to take proper
care of him.
'Gee, grandmother," said Giles, "you
don't know the world. You ought to
see the other guys."
Cautiously Stated.
The Amerlcnn officers who came to
the courts at Cannes to compete for
the army tennis championship were required on their arrival to report to
Colonel Johnson, the organizer. When
one competitor came in, Colonel Johnson, according to American Lawn Ten
nis, looked up and sold :
"Are you a tennis player?
The lieutenant looked a little bash
ful and replied :
"Well, I think I am at least, I have
T
orders to prove It"

Important to Mother

Examine carefully every bottle of
that famous old remedy
for Infants and children, and see that it
Bears the
Signature of
In Use for Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castori
PASTORIA,

struction.
Natural Action.
If new nests, feed troughs, drinking
"What do men do when they are
fountains or dust boxes In the biddies'
drummed out of the army, pop?"
domicile are needed, now is the time
"They beat It."
to make them.
Perhaps the roosts need replacing.
Put your business before pleasure
United States department of agri
by and by you won't have either.
or
a
culture sneciallsts recommend as
satisfactory perch a 2 by 3 Inch scant
ling set edgewise with the upper edge
slightly rounded.
Allow 7 to 10 Inches of perch for
each fowl; that Is, a perch 16 feet long
would furnish room enough for 20
fowls. A smooth platform should be
placed under the perches to catch the
The nerches should be
dronnlnes.
from 6 to 10 Inches above this plat
form so as to allow the droppings to
be removed without removing the
perches.
It is usually desirable to
have the platform some distance from
the floor, from 2 to 2 fee in order
that all the floor space may be avail
able.

BEST WAY TO CONTROL LICE
Complete Eradication Is Best Secured
by Dipping Medicated Wat-loAre Good.
"Lice on hogs can be controlled in
various ways, but complete eradica
tion Is best secured by the use of
dinnlne vats, as experiments con
ducted by- - the United States depart
ment of agriculture show," says W.
E. Schneider,

soectalist In swine

extension

production for

DÍMTE

IAD

Often Caused by
Aoid-Sfoma- eli
How can anyone with a aonr, faaay
stomach, who la constantly belobint, ha
heartburn and suffers from lndlsaatloa hara
anything but a bad breath? All of thaa
atomaoh dlaordars maan just one thin
BATONIC, tna wonaeriui new siomaon
remedy In pleasant taatlnf tablet form that
you sat like a bit of candy, brlnis quick
relief from these stomach mtaerlea. BATONIC aweetena the breath because It makes the
stomach sweet, cool and comfortable. Try It
for that naaty taate, oonitestea tnroat ana
"beady feeling" after too muon smoKing.
may cause you
If neglected,
a lot of serious trouble. It lesas to ner
vousness, headaches, insomnia, meiancnoua
rheumatism, sciatica, heart trouble, ulcer
and canoer of the stomach. It makea Ha
millions of victims weak and miserable,
llstleaa. lacklna In energy, all tired out. It
often brings about chronic Invalidism, pre
matura old age, a shortening ot one s aaya.
Ton need the help that BATONIC can give-yoIf you are not feeling as strong and
well as you should. Tou will ba surprised
to see how much better you will feel Just aa
soon aa yon begin taking this wonderful
stomach remedy. Get a big It cent bos
from your druggist today. He will return
your money If you are not satisfied.

3 ATOMIC

"3

t
fTOfi YOUR
Arizona.
"Medicated hog. wallows and rub
XI. Coleman,
Watson
bing posts," he states, "keep the
Patent Lawyer.WashluKion,
1). O. AdTlcs and book fro.
number of parasites reduced so that
Bates reasonable. Highest reference. Uestserrioaa.
they cause little or no damage, but
all
destroy
methods
neither do these
1
PARKER'S
I
the lice. Crude petroleum is u?ed
HAIR BALSAM
g
on the rubbing posts and the wal
Kaatoraa lAlor and
J
lows medicated with coal tar creosote
Haantvto Gravand Faded Hair
i we. and g.1.00 at dnunruu. rT.T
dins. Pine tar, crude petroleum and
1
yiMTHiwoi CliKra. VKn.
Crude petroleum and
bland oils.
aenovas Oms.
coal-ta- r
creosote dips prove to be HINDEHCOÜNS
stops all pain, ensures comfort to tkal
etc, walking
eauy. 15o. by mail or at DregM
feet.
wM
an
from
applied
more effective when
gists, titeóos Cheuuoal works, Fatohogue, tt.

PATENTS

jItefnovesDaQdraff-8to)eUalrFalUn-

'

ordinary sprinkling can than when
used in wallows or on rubbing posts.

t
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El Dorado Hotel

JOHN H. MOORE & CO.

ÍL S. Murdoch

Under new Management

Charles Chapman, Proprietor

Roy,jSo!ano and Mosquero
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Entered as second-clas- s
postofTice in Roy, New Mexico
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your U'ét.i. N CHARG
FOR CONSULTATION.
Oífic. at Kitchell Hotel

HUNGER KNOWS
NO ARMISTICE
IN CAUCASUS

Tourists and
Will find

East Relief on Desperate
Needs of Helpless.
Feace may come elsewhere In the
World, but hunger knows no armistice
In the Near East," says Colonel William N. Haskell, Allied high commisIn an apsion In the Trans-Cuuccsupeal to Near East Relief, 1 Madison
avenue, New York city, for food and
iupplles fur the relief of the starving
millions.
Colonel Haskell Is In charge of all
operations und disbursements of Near
East Relief in the Caucasus.
"There Is no fuel or shelter for the
greater part of them during the terrl- -

wS

c. e.

LASIÍA CRAY Pkesident,
Mr. Rual Wade Sec'y.
Meets at the Christian "Chureh,
Roy, N. M every Siinda.v evening- at 7.00 o'clock.
A. cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.

Wheat Director License No. 0284G3H

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M

AUCTIONEER!

Land-Seeke- rs

this the right place.

Your presence is necessary.
Supt!
G. R. Abernathy.

Farm Sales ajspecialty

Col. F.O. White

NEW "OLIVER" TYPEWRITER For Sale; Also a
..Sid machine.
inquire at the S-Office.

j

at the Christian Churcft.

CHRISTIAN

Offers the you benefit of his wide acquantance
years of experience as a successful Salesman,

ROY

and

Services 2d Sunday of each
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday of each month at
11.00 a. m. and 8.0u 'p. m.
Communion service at the mcrh-inj- r
service.

Tilüs. About 45,000 workers In t!
fields of HH u have r"eu ordered I y
Competent Clerk, Notes, Mortgages, Bills of Sale .
tlia
the Azerhnldj:ihese to
there Is no work lor them at. i
Notary work and othe-i- - necessities furnished if desired.'
food Is scarce.
the rn!
Around every stii'V
way are gathered groups of hundre is
PLEASANT VIEW
Mis. I. C. DODGE,
of homeless poodle lylnr huddled toSunday each Month gt 8,
First
gether on the ground. t.,e majority of
Miss ETTA. HORNBAKER.
sale elate well in advance,
Arrange
p.m.
them too weak even to try to he';)
Spanish-America- n
office.
also made
From time to time the
themselves.
MILLS
FOR
COMING
SALE
THREE
t cía
t..id
stronger ones climb on t
3rd Sunday at 11 00 a. m. gPM,
aiove elsewhere, always vekins bi er
MULE. Inquire at
Get the habit! Buy a Chevro0. V.
vo
conditions, which do r.o' exis.
Pastor.
A new carload will arrive
let?
ROY
CO.
TRADING
thou-une
sixty-threhundred
end
them! they
soon. You cant
homeless refugees from Turklsli Arríestyle,
pep,
comfort
and
the
have
milling
nti.nit
nla thus are constantly
Wanted- :- a gocd ICOOib Mule,
throughout
Russian Armenla, makplease
will
exacting.
most
the
First Sunday in each mor.tn:
2 to 6 years old.
ing the relief work conducted. by 'lie
Liberty
Garage.
Service?
II, A. M
7.30, P. M,
tniiiute G. R. HANDLE, Mosquro, N.M.
Americans a problem
patience and organizing ability.
Rev. W. A: Dawn, Pastor,
"This Is especially true in view of
Kodak Finishing: I am now pre-- j Cleveland H. Dodge Shews What
CUSTOM SHELLING
the existence of 2IS.0C0 destitute inpared to do all kinds; mail them
SUNDAY SCHOOL
habitants of Russian Armenia who posNear East Relief Can Do in
I have a "Joliet Big 4" Corn Shell-e- r to L. E. Deubler
sess homes, but no food, as weil ns
10 A.M. each Sunday,
at
Efficient Purchasing.
and, upon its arrival, wul
.
150,000 Greeks,
Russians,
1'ers it.s,
Shcll-1.'..your
P.
L. Gunn, Superintedcst.
prepared
be
do
to
Custom
Syrians and i'ezldls who have been
shucks and all. . This is one o'
driven out of parts of Transcaucasia.
Buying In wholesale lots nnd nnder
the largest shellers made.
"One hundred and forty thm:-'nthe most favorable market conditions.
CATHOLIC
Prices right.
Moslems, whose vlllnges were destroyNear East Relief of 1 Madison avenue,
VIRGIL H. ANbERSOX,
ed In the course of five years of conMass
twice
each month 2d end
New fork city, with representatives In
Roy, New Mexico
stant warfare, are helplessly encamped
4th
Sundays
every state of the Union, has been able
at the Catholic
In the open around villages of their
to baffle the high cost of living so far Church.
Roy, N. M.
Money to Loan
former enemies, begging lnfinltelmal
quantities of flour, which they mix with
as relief supplies tor the suffering mil.
Masses: 8 and 10 a m.
dirt to live the Illusion of nourishLiberal Amounts,
Hons of the Near East ere concerned.
ment.
Cleveland H. Dodge, treasurer. In a
Service at 7 30 p.m.
no
Commissions
"These hundreds of thousands of sufHomestead Matters attended to. statement shows that the committee Is
Rates.
fering adults, mostly homeless and
Rev. Fr. Felix Vachon,
Filings, Publications,
Final able to provide food for the suffering
lacking every necessity of life, having
Realty Co. Proofs. Legal Papers drawn up people of the Near East at prices mnch
nothing more to lose, are concentrated
Priest, in charge,
lower than the average charge' here.
In a country as yet Inadequately poPhone 3 on 25.
and acknowledgements taken.
A donation ot 13 per month will
liced or governed. They constitute a
food for one orphan, $10 per
fertile field for the' seeds of I'.olshe-Timonth provides Dot only food, but also
or any form of anarchy, the
Right and Wrong Methods.
LODGE
clothes sod shelter for one orphan,
sprend of which once loosed would be
A passional man tunn".b even good
Impossible to predict.
j into
evil, nnd f.isily belleveih the and for $13 par jnonth attendance at
"It Is generally admitted In the Cauworst. A roi!. peaceable) tt):,n tui'if-- . school Is assured to each orphan lo adA. F. & A. M.
casus ilitt the Americans of the Near
eth all things to good. Thomus a dition to food, clothing and shelter.
ACACIA
In the appeal for funds to save th
LODGE NO. 13
Relief alrer.dy have saved the
Keinpl.
starving remnants of the Armenian
lives of at least 30,000 bable nnd chilMeets 2r.o and 4th at'-i- -Mora New Mexico
and other western Asia peoples, Near
dren and cf 500,000 adult refugees and
3
ilftvs of month,
East Relief Is Inviting the American
riesl'tuie. TMa work still Is conl'ini-fi;g.- Complete Indexto All Lands
public to "adopt" an orphan at the
T. E. MIHCHELL. W M.
In r.n effort to procure funds to carrates given here. Over 260,000 homeand Town Property in Mora
Irvin
.secy.
Ocdhn,
ry en the work tnd mv the lives of
less
children
are
help
In
In
need
of
tbt
Mrs.
P. Reynolds
these hutidrtds of thousands who othNear East , Women's organizations,
A!! Masons weieou.e.
lodges, churches and social clubs are
er" ie will die of starvation and exITeacher of,
posure Near East Relief, of which
responding to the appeal by adopting
Cleveland H. Podge Is treasurer, Is
quotas cf orphans for support over s
boss In tht
Tin- most arbitrary
making au appeal to the American peodefinite
period,
say,
well
as
as
world, It seems safe to
ple.
the most unscrupulous politician of
modern times, has tnrned up in Amtab,
Purpes: of the Lesgue.
League
Armenia, to Judge from an official re-- j
ot
TliP chief ruirpoKe of tlie
HOMESTEAD LODGE 4$
Ksiions is u keep the world In a port recently made by Major Stephen j
stale of peace. Another way of ex. Trowbridge, under Gen. Edmund tL H
Meets at its own Hall
prttsiiig it is to say that the icagu
j
Alleuby's orders.
Every Wednesday
U des'glicil to prevent wars.
He is h Turk nsn'ed Iiesim I'.er. Until
V
,
Evening,
have Just Cnl.1 the greatest
the Near East Relief agents flopped j
wfcb h Is to ,".y the most horrible, ot
Visiting
Brothers
always
welJ
terriuY-upon
the
Wo him, he practiced
ail conflicts between nations.
come.
íuper-itref- t
of
su,h
forms
Armenians
ate won a glorious victory. Rut that
victory will be wasted ur.less this war ns iniulit well make every other ccr- t
Davenport, N.G.
green
wiih
world
in
the
politician
ready
nía de
to nipt
l:r.
tr.e lii.tlnua
Wm,
G.
Johnson, Sec'y.
s
and ctenvy, and sucii cruelties as make r.'.l
rut ttldo their
from
rulers,
Neroji
other heartless
down, teem sweet and gentle cbm- Rebekah Degree
acters. His ullii'e was that of i'unic- - i
Ipal Chief Accountant of Aintab; but, j
HARMONY LODGE No. 24
know,
as all dislionest
Meets 1st and 3rd. Friday
It lw't the Job that unten, but Lb
go
tbat
Evening each month
tngar-pluwOf

.Colonel Haskell Reports to Near

U. S.

í

situation Is m
there. TN fon
desperate and food supplies so scan J
10 .
that the Oeorglans have
ÍKK) persons,
ninthly Itussi..,, refugees
without employment, to leave the cfiv

y. p.

;See Henry Krabbenschmidt, , or S.JE. Paxton,
if youhave wheat'for sale

L'team Heated,
Free Baths, S
Hot pd Cold Water in Rooms
A quiet, homelike Hotel
one block from the
Depot, in thej
Main Business District

.

Church Directory

Mi SB.

Las Vegas, N.M.

.

Springer, will be in
SsbtcriptiM
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A. A. Wynne

United States
Commissioner,
Mosquero, N. M

Straight
Southwestern

'
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MORA
ABSTRACT
COMPANY
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COLONEL HASKELL,

winter In the mountains," r.e saya,
"and the existing food supply ! entirely Inadequate for the gre&t number of
refugees without resources ct at y
kind.
"By a recent sgreetnent between the
premiers of the republics of Armenia,
ázerbaldjan and Georgia to cease hostilities and settle ell differences by
irbltratloo one obstacle to relief work
In the Caucasus has been removed and
makes accessible a great number of
destitute people who otherwise would
perish this winter.
"Two hundred thousand destitute
Armenians and Tartars can cow be
reached In the districts of Karahsgh,
Shusha and Nakhichevan, In thetoutli
and
rast section of the
we are ulnuulng to extend our work
ble

Trans-Caucasus- ,
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At Last!

We Have It

j

dir.'e.-eiH'e-

Big Demonstration

requirements for Beauty,
Light Weight, Economy of
Fuel arid freedom from
Repairs.

o'Bce-hoIde-

a

of

WOMEN ADOPT

Moline Universal

Tractor

10,OOOjRPHAIIS
to Provide Foster
Mothers for Little Victims

Connecticut

of Turks.
little victims of
Turkish brutality are to be
by tbe big hearted women
of Connecticut as the result of appeals by Near East Relief, the former
Committee for Armenian and Syrian
Relief of 1 Madison avenue. New Turk
city. Ttie women at a meeting voied
to "adopt" that number as their share
ot the 250,000 homeless and starving
boys and girls orphsned Id the massacres and deportations.
Three hundred representatives of
women's orgaclia tions attended Uie
meeting at Hartford, at which Governor Marcus H. Holcomh presided and
pleaded the cause of the stricken people. Anothtr spesker was Henry
Ten

thousand

foster-mothere- d

SOON!

suaMijHffi.1 ywigfflwfggyrj 'mmAiiMximaaa

2&2S

Watch this space for Date
of Demonstration.

FLOERSHEIM MERCANTILE COMPANY.

former U. S. Ambassador t
Turkey.
Assurances that He example ef these
noble hexrted Connecticut women will
tie followed by similar organ ixatiou In
all the other slates have Ifen received
at the heailiiunriers ef the N'cnr Kat
Relief, 1 Alail.tAW avenue, Nv'w Turk

cltj.

.......

Just the Car to meet your

Something Better! and
yet Reasonable.

i

Alfred

I. O. 0. F. Hall
Mrs. MyraO. Derees. N: G
Mrs. Grace V. Ogden, Sec.y.
Visiting Sisters welcome
Thomas A. Whelan

Your First Impression npon seeing it will be
its Grace and'Beauty: Then.you will wonder
at its Mechanil Perfection and Low Cost of
Operation.

Whelan & Palmer,

It's the New 1920

Clayton, New. Mes.

"Maxwell"

Eugene Palmer

Lawyers

Practice in State
eral Courts

ar.d Fed-

and

U, S. Land Office
Photos

$1,187.00 Delivered.
Pioneer Garage,
.

Mosquero,

New Mex,

GENUINE FORD PARTS
FÍSK TIRES, ,
EXPERT MECHANICS

For farm views

see- -

L. E.

Deubler

Quebracho Bark Valuable.
Quebracho bark, one of the chief
sports of the Argentine, will t:n
leather nt least three times as insf as
the bark of tlm onk or Hip hemlotk.
ml in less (han ten years fortunes
msve ''con nimio by investing In qne--j
i
brocho lamR Nenrly l.tlüO.OoÓ tons of
no wood, or the
dry extract, are sent
po the. Prilled States ami Europe nu- mmlly. The growth of ttie tree Is of
slowwit, and it-estimated that
I .W0
yenrs Is required for it to reach
''i! tirity.
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Claimant names as witnesses:
Elmer Elkins, Tránsitio Romero,
Gabriel Bonivitiez, Frank Wolford, all

12 rio

Mi

Col. George E. Cochrane,

of Miera, N. M.
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See me and get my terns and dates
before deciding about your sale. Dates made

at the

Spanish-America-

office.
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Col. George E. Cochrane, Mills, N. M.
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the United States.
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that the En ' rIW f.s will be taken
by this ofh.--ia )g een confessnr aid entry will be
ed by yot'
cance'led t' ertunuv without your fur-ihrigh to ho herd therein, either
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before this office or on
fail to file in this oiice within twenty
days affer thf FOURTH publication of
this notic?. rR sho.i below, your anmeeting
swer, under oath,
and responding to U.ese allegations of
contest, pr if you a.l within that time
to file in this oiiict uue proof that you
have served 4 copy of your answer
m the said contestant either in person or by registered mail. If this
service is made by the delivery of a
to the contestPopy of yoi'r
er

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
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SW'i, Sec. 2). and NE',4 Kh,4'ties.
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Fairview Pharmacy
The Roy Drug Store

D. GIBBS, Proprietor,

Pure Drugs and Chemicals

Claimant names as witnesses:

Register--

Ice, Cream Parlor

Soda Fountain,
ANO

KODAKS

Popular Drinks
EASTMAN
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PHONOGRAPHS, TALKING MACHINES AND
'
OKEHRECQRDS
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Mor.no, Managing heir for Juan J.

MonWno, of Albert, N. JvL, who, on
October 19th, 1916, made Additional
lid. entry, for SEU, Section 25, Township 18 N., Range 29 E N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final three year Proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before V. II. Willcox, U. P.
Commissioner, at his office at Roy,
New Mexico, on the 10th day of
March, K'20.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Tiofiio
of David N. M
M Trujillo, of David, N. M.,
Jose Inez Montano, of David, N. M.,
Juan T. Montana, of Albert, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,

Register.
FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Otnc-at Clayton. New Mexico
January 21. 1920.
Notice is hereby given that Juan
Benito Arguello, of Roy, Mora Co.,
New Mexico, who, on July) 27, 1916,
made Homestead Entry, No. 022470,
for S NWU. Sec. 20, and S1 NEU,
Section 27, Township 19 N., Range
26 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
of intention to make Final Three
Year, Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before F. H.
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his
office, at Roy, New Mexico, on the
eleventh day of March

magazines

Toilet Articles.

"""' Cigars and Tobacco

'

,

713 Douglass St

E. Las Vegas,

New Méx.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

not-x:-

Department of the Interior, U, S. L.inj

at

Office

Clayton,

New Mexico

'January 21..1920.
Notice is hereby given that Alejandro Maestas, of Roy, Mora County,
New Mexico, who, on December 2G'.ii.
1916, made Addl Homestead Entrv,
No. 023448, for SWU NWU, SWU
NEU, NEU SEU, Sec. 19, and NWU
SWU, Section 20, Township 18 N.,
Range ?5 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make Fi-- 1
nal three Year, Proof, to establif.i
claim to the land above described,
F. II. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his office at Roy, New Mexico,
on the 12th day of March, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Dan Laumbach, of Roy, New Mexl.
co, Florencio Esquibel, of Sabinoso,
New Mexico, Francisco Esquibel, of
Sabinoso, New Mexico, Casimiro. An
drada, of Roy, New Mexico.
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Claimant names as witnesses:
J. L. Smith, Juan I. Romero, Webb
Kidd, Vicente Martinez, all of Roy,
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VALVERDE,
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FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
January 15, 1920.
Notice is hereby given that Eugenio
J. Gallcgos,Jr.,of Gallegos, N.M who
on January 9, 1917, made Homestead
Entry, No. 022838, for SEU of Section 6 and NEU of Section 7, Township 17 N., Range 32 E.r N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make Final Three Year Proof to
establish claim to the land above described, before A. A. Wynne, IT. S.
Commissioner, at his office at Mosquero, N. M.. on the 9th day of March,
1920.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Alfonzo C. DcBaca, of Gallegos, N
M., Eufracio Baca, of Gallegos, N. M.,
Faustin Hernandez, of Gallegos, N.
M.. Paz Ortiz, of Gallegos, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
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Published every business day.
75 cents a month.
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GROWING

NEWS TODAY

Well informed people want the Her
fair
aid every day for its world-wid'
and accurate news : rvice.
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for its comprehensive, unprejudices re
ports of the most important political
campaign in the nation's history.
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FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
January 21, 1920.
Notice is hereby given that Ethel
L. Ladd, formerly Ethel L.. Johann,
of Roy, Mora Co., New Mexico, who,
on May 6th, 1918, made Homestead
Entry, No. 025915, for E SEU, Sec.
30, SVi NWU, and SWU, Section
29, Township 19 N., Range 25 E., N.
M.. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to maka Final Three Year,
Proof to establish claim to the lanú
above described, before F. H. Foster,
U. S. Commissioner, at his office at
Roy, New Mexico, on the 11th day
of March, 1920.
NOTICE

m

Ices

Car

'

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton. New Mexico
January" 21, "1920.
Notice is hereby given that Casimiro
Andrada, of Boy, Mora County, New
Mexico, who, on December 21st, 191G,
made Homestead Entrv, No. 023539,
for W" NWU, NEU NWU, Sec. 6,
T. 17 N., R. 25 E. and SWU SWU.
Section 31, Township 18 N., Range 25
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
of intention to make Final Three Year,
January 15, 1920.
Proof, to establish claim to the land
Notice is hereby given that Jacinto above described, before F. H. Foster,
Galindre, of Mosquero, N. M., who, U. S; Commissioner, at bis office at
on April 13, 1918, made' Homestead Rov, New Mexico, on the 12th day of
Entry, serial, No. 023430, for lot 1,. March, 1920.
2, 3, 4, Section 21, Township 18 N.,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Range 28 E., N. M. P. Meridian, hah
Estavan Cordova, Zacarías Ebol,
filed notice of intention to make throe Manuel M. Cordova, Alejandro Maes- year Proof, to establish claim to the tas, all of Roy, New Mexico.
land above described, before F. H.
PAZ VALVERDE.
Foster, U. S. Commissioner at Rov,
Registe..
N. M., on the 8th day of March, 1926.
One cf tlie Fannly.
Claimant names as witnesses:
We had a lioactiHil euidot.r wedd'us
Trinidad Sanchez, Juan Jose Chav.
for our sister on u September morning.
cz, Francisco Garcia, Florencio Gonza
Elaborate ílernl arrhes. aliur, ote., bad
M.
N.
Mosquero,
all
of
les,
been arranged. , Our Kindts were asPAZ VALVERDE,

NOTICE

All

BETTk'k

When

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New México

Alex'andro Gonzales, of Roy, New
Mexico Noe Lucero, of Roy, New
Dcpartment'of the Interior, U. S. Land Mexico, Juan B. Arguello, of Albert,
Office at Clavton, New Mexico
New Mexico. Jose E. Arguello, of AlDecember 17, 1919
bert, New Mexico.
Notice is hereby given that Richard
PAZ VALVERDE,
Registe1.
Kilmnrray, of Roy, N. M.. who on May
24, 191(5, m:ide H. E. Serial No. 022235
NWVÍ : Sec. '!8,
fnr RWK NEM. E
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

n""r

M.

FOR PUBLICATION

,

of intention to
has filed not-tmake Three Year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, be
fore F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at Roy. N. M., on the 3rd day of
of such service February ,1920.
ant in per-Claimant nnmes as witnesses:
must be either ho sa(i contestant's
rvilrn Narbins. Leopoldo Andrad.1,
of his rewrjtten ackrowleHprnent
Finch, Henry Stone, all of Roy
Bud
"bowing
of
the date
ceipt of the cory
Mexico.
New
its receipt; c the fflilavií, of the perPAZ VALVERDE.
delivery was made
son by whom
Register
3
5t
was
copy
when
the
and where
stating
delivered; if made by registered mail,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
mnnt consist of
proof of ev
the affidavit of the person by whom
U. S. Land
the copy w;s mailed stating when and Department of the Interior,
New Mexico
Clayton,
Office
at
the poRtnfT'"' to which it was mailed,
December 17, 1919
and this affidavit must be accompanied
Notice is hereby given that Louis
by the postmaster's receipt for "the
A. Shugart, of Reyes, N. M., who, on
letter.
Feb. 24, 19)9, made II. E. No. 025209
You shouM stcte in your answcrjhe
for SEUNE'4, ESE14, SWUSEti
name of t! 0 r otofTice to which you Sec. 4, NSV4, Sec. 3, Twp. 21N.,
desire luture notices to be sent to yau. Rng. 31E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
Fuancisco Delgado, Register
filed notice of intention to make Final
Year Proof, to establish claim
Three
920
Date of first publication, Jan, 17,
land above described, before
the
to
- second
- 24 - - P. Talbot, U. S. Commissioner at
C.
- third
- - 31 - - his office at Clayton, N. M., on the
- fourth
- Fed.
8 - 5th day of February, 1920.
oi

NOTICE

Ree-isti-

3

1)20

Contest i ,
To Ella? '
CcntiRt"'

at

5t

Clayton, New Mexico
'
December 17, 1919
9 Good Thina to Remember.
Notice is hereby given that Nicolas
For grit In the iv i.pply a drop 01
Martinez of Albert, N. M., who on Dec
18, 1914, made II. E. No. 019039 for two of castor oil ; it relieves tlte lr
the SVá NW.4, Sec. 13, SV NEH, rltation.
Sec. 14, Twp. 20N., Rng. 28E., N. M.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten- tiou to make Three Year Final Proof Department of the
Interior, U. S. Land
to establish claim to the land a'jov
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
described, before V. II. Wi'.lcox, li
December 17, 1919 f
S. Commissioner, at his office at Roy,
Notice Is hereby given that Juan I.
N. M., on the 4th day of February, Romero, of Roy, Mora county,
N. M.,
1920.
who on November 13, 19J6, made Acidl
Claimant names as witnesses:
II. E. No. 023382, for SEV4 Sec. 5,
Frank Gonzdles, Cebo Martine, Twp. 18N., Rng. 2BE., N.' M. P. MeEduardo Martines, Luis Gonzalos, ali ridian, has filed notice of intention to
of Albert, N. M.
make Final Three Year Proof to esPAZ VALVERDE,
tablish claim to the
above deRegister scribed, before F. H. land
5t
Foster, U; S.
.
Commissioner at his office at Roy, N.
NOTICE loA PUBLICATION
M., 0:1 the 3rd day of February, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
o'f
Department
the Interior, U. S Land
Leandro Archuleta, Abelino
Office at Clayton, Now Mexico
Vísente Martinez, Juan De J. SanDecember 17, 1919
doval, all of Roy, N. M.
Notice is hereby given that Marina
PAZ VALVERDE,
Marina Gonzalet 3 5t
G. Romero,-formerlRegister
of Albert, N. M., who on January 22,
1917, made H. E. Serial No. 0242G5,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
for the SWU NW',4 ; NWUNEV4 ; N'4
NW4 Section 20, Twp. 21N., Rng. 2S Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
of intention to make Three Year "Final
January 15, 1920.
Proof, to establish claim to the land
Notice is hereby given that Miguel
above described, before V. H. Willcox A. Baca, of Roy, Mora Co., New MexiU. S, Commissioner, at his office at co, who, on Augus, 8th, 191 G, made
Roy, N. M., on the 6th day of Feb. Homestead
Entry, No. 022595, for
rua'ry, 1920.
W
NWU, Section 20, Township 20
Claimant names as witnesses:
N., Range 28 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
Frank Gonzales, Albert, N. M., An- has filed notice of intention to make
dres Ornelas, Roy. N. M.. Pedro An Final Three Year, Proof, to establish
guello, Roy. N. M., Alejandro Gon- claim to the land above described,
zales, Roy, N. M.
before F. H. Foster, U. S. CommisPAZ VALVERDE,
sioner, at his office at Roy, New MexiRegister co, on the 8th day of March, 1920.
3
5t
Office
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PAZ VALVERDE,
Register

Hit tCAN.

January 15, 1020.
Notic2 is hereby given that Ralph
F. Thompson, of Solano, Mora Co.,
n
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
New Mexico, who, on May 29 th, 1916,
Department of the Interior, U..S. Land made Homestead Entry. No. 022256.
for SEU SWU, Sec. 17, NWU; NVi
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
SWU, and SEU SWU. Section 20.
December 17, 1919
Notice is hereby riven that Jacob lownship 18 N., Range 27 E., N. M.
Floersheim, of Roy, Mora county, N. P. Meridian, has filed notice of inM., who on November 14, and Decem tention t make Final Three Year,
ber 9, 1916, made Add'l H. E. No. Proof, to establish claim to the land
028394, and No. 023383, for NEU above described, before F. H. Foster,
NEK, See. 24, Twp. 18N., Rng 24E., U. S. Commissioner, at his office at
Santa Fe District, NW'4 NEU, and Roy, New Mexico, on the 9th day of
N2 NWU, Sec. 19, Clayton N. M March, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
District, Section 19, Twp. 18N., Rng.
John W. Church, C. M. Thompson,
25E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed no
tice of intention to make Final Three Sanford Horton, John Beckman, all
Year Proof to establish claim to the of Solano, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
land above described, before F. H.
Register.
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his
office at Roy, N. M., on the 4th day
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
of February, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
A. I. Burleson. Geo. H. Ray, Webb Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clavton, Now Mexico
Kidd, Oscar Kidd, all of Roy, N. M.
January 15, 1920.
PAS VALVERDE.
NoticD is hereby given that Eusebio
3
5t
3
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Proficient,
I know the value of farm
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With her brenst rising and falling In
aching accompaniment to the mount
ing rhythm, cheeks pale, lips parted,
eyes staring In vain pursuit of the In
credible flight of sound, she stood, a
.slim tense figure for once made free
of that domain that Is beyond art, be
yond genius and Is called quite simply,
Gift of God. With a toss and a back
ward shake of the man's great head,
the voice climbed smoothly to that stu
pcndous high C that has wrecked the
reputation of many pygmies and
brought fame to a daring few. It held
and still held until earth and moon and
stars seemed little things that paused
to listen, obstructed in unimportant
courses. Breath suspended until her
lungs were near to bursting, Andrea
waited for that note to come down in
to the range of normnl belief, but to
her mind at least It was destined to
hang eternally In the heavens, for the
man had turned.
Her eyes knew horror for the first
time. The man's face was half obliterated. It had been "plowed by conflu
ent smallpox and destroyed by a worse
disease. The nose was gone, leaving
an Ignoble ruin of stripped cartilage,
dried In the air till It was like weath
ered parchment. One ear had been
ravaged In a clean cut so that It rose
to a needle-poinThat the wounds
were healed only added an inexorable
flnnlty to their repulslveness.
Only the man's thick red lips and
his blazing eyes seemed to have escaped the pestilence. As his startled
gaze fell upon Andrea his mouth
opened to a wide, soundless laugh.
With broad shoulders stooped, his abnormally
hands curved up
like monstrous talons and his shaggy
to that silent laughter,
he advanced upon her, encircled her
waist with his fingers ftnd shot her up
lightly so that she fell doubled across
his back and chest. He gave a .low
whistle and sped from the craal at an
arose
Incredible pace. The boat-boy- s
stealthily and flitted after him.
To Andrea's transfixing terror was
added a memory a fleeting glimpse
of Trevor, standing, hands in pockets,
before his door. On his face was anger cold, white, unforgiving anger.
She thought she cried out to MacClos-te- r
to stop, to give her but one moment
to explain, to beg forgiveness, to
grovel at the feet of the one man in
all the world, but no sound came from
her Hps.
Not until she stood, tottering on the
canted bottom of MacCIoster's boat did
life come back to her heart and veins
and lungs. She threw up her head
and screamed as she had never known
mortal could scream a wild, terror-winge-d
wall of desperate appeal. MacCloster' snatched tiller from rudder,
struck her across the shoulders,
knocked her, face down, Into fetid
t.

g
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I can forgive not you but what you
say, for you cried out Just now from a
hell Infinitely deeper than mine."
The blaze of light in MacCIoster's
eyes died to a brooding glow. There
was something in Andrea's face, some
Illumination of the clean soul within
her, that spoke with a sure voice,
louder, more persuasively thun words.
"The gifts that wW may bring In
their hands.'Mie saftwith a whisper
lng sigh, "love, tenderness and honor,
rest to the anchored soul! I, Mac- Closter, had the world at my feet for
a single night. Drunk with adulation,
drunk with wine, I went out to seek
the gifts that women bring In their
hands." His voice dropped to a bitter,
note of
"Smallpox and worse In a single night.
half-filppa-

Ha ! Ha I Ha !"
The laugh rang out
thunderous, terrible for thefreight of
rage that It carried. It rolled and
echoed across the silent night like the
roar of a stricken Hon. Scarcely had
It died to a stillness when to Andrea's
ears came a clear command, calm as
the voice of an executioner, "Lie down,
Andrea."
Before she could quite obey a rifle
spoke, there was the "Phut !" of a bullet as a patch of MacCIoster's shirt
leaped suddenly, weirdly, from' his
shoulder Into the air. Instantly he
leaned down and with one hand picked
up Andrea lightly and held her suspended between himself and the shore.
"One more, Trevor! you lousy bantam!" he bellowed. "One more to
save me the trouble of wringing the
neck of your little chicken !"
As he finished speaking, Trevor shot
again. A look of vacant surprise
parsed over the face of the punter
nearest to Andrea. He crumpled up,
sank as though all his bones had sud- -

Mas-chera- ."

"I ask you, who could have Imagined
It?"" he continued; then, his voice
thickening to a sinister Intensity, he
your soft caradded, "I could, d
otins. Women ! Fair women ! Ha ! Ha !
Ha ! Dreams of fair women ! Garrr !
Spawn of hell! Pestilence that sleep
by day and lurk in the shadows of
nlRht and wine. Damnation of the
filthy byways, of the world, parading
In the sweet likeness of God !"
Andrea suddenly looked up, straight
Into Ills' blazing eyes. "You yourself
pro speaking," she said In a clear
voice. "I am a woman, weak, mlser-rbl- e
never so miserable as In this
.
,..,.'.,1 n'ght but I'm not a
co'i-ard-

,

"Old-timer-

trade?"
"He said," answered Andrea, "that
you were engaged In some horrible
business, but that he couldn't conceive
of any reason why he should tell me
what It was. I was very curious then,
'but now I really don't care."
"Finicking, crowing prude!" exclaimed MacCloster, his mind on Trevor. "Why, it's the most legitimate
hundred per cent little business that
ever crawled out of a big brain. If It
wasn't for me this whole back country would run short of wives."
"You mean you buy and sell women?" asked Andrea.
"No, not exactly," answered MacCloster. "I raise them. I'm the legal
possessor of a hundred and eighty-two- ,
or five, or six, wives. Can't just reIn

member."
"Oh !" gasped Andrea, crouching still
farther Into her corner.
"There you go," said MacCloster,
calmly. "Don't let your Imagination
run away with you, my dear. I said
I'm the legal possessor and I mean

just that. But what's the use of

talk-

You'll see."

ing.

"What on earth Is that?" asked Andrea, her eyes fixed far ahead on an
that
dome
enormous
looked as If all the haystacks In the
world had been gathered into one.
"That," said MacCloster, his vast
chest swelling in equally Immeasurable pride, "Is my cala, my hut."
"I think there Is something the matter with my eyes," said Andrea.
I see isn't possible."
"What
'
"Oh, yes It is," said MacCloster.
"That's my hut; eighty feet high, one
hundred 'and twenty feet across and
'most a hundred yards dash around."
"But how did you build It?" asked
Andrea, absorbed In spite of her
"
misery.
"Well," replied MacCloster, "I'm
modest. I don't mind admitting that
God did the building; I Just came
along and put on the roof. Trevor
ever show you any mafuta trees?"
"Yes, they are wonderful," said Andrea, understanding beginning to dawn
pale-yello-

In,

her

eyes.

"That hut óf mine," said MacCloster, "Is nothing but the biggest, roundest, widest mafuta tree In the world,
trimmed a bit and thntched over."
Half an hour later they made a
landing. "Want me to carry you
again," asked MacCloster with a leer,
"or-wi-

you walk?"

"I'll walk," said Andrea, going suddenly white with sickening recollection.
CHAPTER

XI.

MacCIoster's craal was a masterpiece of ingenuity. In Its center rose
the stupendous caia that had astonished Andrea even from a mile away.
Around the monster hut was an Impassable boma or barrier of thorns
pierced by a single entrance; outside
the boma, in the form of a ring, came
an enormous beaten court which embraced a large shade tree, indispensas
and
ble as a nucleus for
men's gossip. Around the beaten circle
were three thickly serrated rows of
huts and their dependent outhouses.
Enclosing the entire human beehive
was a stockade of giant cactus with an
arched entrance at each point of the
pow-wow-

compass.
Aside from the repulsive fundamental Idea of the enterprise, MacCIoster's
astonishingly
was
establishment
moral. It was true that he had contracted for over a hundred and eighty
wives In strict accordance with native
law but it was equally true that he
allotted this army of consorts, without
exception, to veritable husbands of
his own choosing. The only point of
divergence from native custom was
that he demanded no payment of obolo
from these drones and as a consequence retained the right of disposal
of their female offspring.
This Innovation would have struck
at the root of the Africanas conception
of vested Interests had It not been for
the giant singer's canny astuteness in

All through the night and well into
the next day the boat traveled steadily upstream. MacCloster yawned prodigiously three or four times, but
never gave up the tiller to a "boy."
In the early morning they entered a
long reach of the stream flanked on
both sides, by flat plains. MacCloster
stood erect and his eyes made the cir"Nothing," he
cuit of the horizon.
said. "If he could have beaten us to
this our name would have been Dennis. . He's given up his favorite little
spotted hen. Flap your wings and say facilitating to the drones the purchase
of one wife each in their own right,
good-by.;
Andrea's heart, already low, sank a thus killing two birds with one stone
lot lower. Not once through the night for the native male normally works
had she closed her eyes and she knew but once In his life and that to earn
now that she had been hoping and the sura with which to acquire the
praying that the first gleam of morn- mate who will not only thenceforth
ing would find Trevor, the avenger, on support him but eventually bring him
She could not know, as did a return of two or three fold on his
the
"

bank.

Trevor Shot Again,
denly melted and fell, face down, to
the bottom of the boat. :HIs pole, re
leased, slid with a swift swish Into the
water. . MacCloster promptly placed
her on the seat beside him and gave a
calm order to the remaining punters,
who had paused In terror. He stood
up, took the tiller between the tremendous calves of his legs and proceeded
to fill and light his pipe. "You see?"
he said, quietly. "He won't shoot
again. How do I know? I'll tell you."
He half seated himself, elbow on
knee, the tiller under the crook of his
leg. "A little brain work," he continued conversationally. "Trevor meant
to kill a nigger, but not that one-n- ot
the one next to you. He was shooting
and he hit the stroke
at the bow-booar! now do I know? Well, It's what
any man would do, let alone, one of
the best shots that ever drew trigger.
He would pick off the crew beginning
farthest from the point where he needed all his nerve. Now the Bantam
knows what he knew well enough besight
fore, only he knows it a d
better, and that is that no man living
can shoot in moonlight and tell where
the bullet will go.
"He won't shoot again," he finished,
turning to her with a ghastly smile.
"So you're safe safe with me. I don't
nsk you to love me for my looks only
for myself!"
Andrea looked anywhere but at his
face. "You and I know," she said after
a, pause, "that I am quite safe with
the man you once were."
"Here," said MacCloster, his eyes
narrowing. "It's too late to pull any
of that stuff. Why didn't you try it
back there when'I was really soft?"
"When you were sincere," answered
Andrea, "I was sincere. You knew it ;
but you wouldn't have know;n It It
wouldn't have been true If I had taken
the chance to save my skin."
y

Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound Frees Another
Woman From Suffering.
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"That's so," conceded MacCloster
thoughtfully.
"But if you're not going
to be persuaded to love me, will you
please tell me where I get off? JVhat
are you good for, anyway? Do you
realize that I gave up a case of gin
for you and that a case of gin In these
troubled times is worth all of three
pounds sterling?"
Andrea winced. "So I'm really not
worth three pounds," she said half to
herself.
MacCloster heard acid took , quick
pity on the wistfulness in her voice.
"Well," he said, comfortingly,
"I
wouldn't say ttat. Where it was a
question of sentiment or a matter of
having something pretty around the
house a man might go further. Why,
even among the blncke "
He paused, looked calculatingly at
s
her and then went on ;
will
tell you that there are two qualities
that don't exist in Africa at all ; one Is
gratitude and the other Is affection. I
think they're right about the first, but
about the second, I know better. There
are cases where a black likes a particular woman, and when that happens
his face Is marked by a peculiar look.
I know it and every time I catch sight
of It I'm two extra pounds In pocket."
"Why?" asked Andrea. "What do
you mean?"
"Why, my dear? Don't you know?
Didn't Trevor tell you that I'm I'm

MacCloster, that an Impassable forest
of unbroken thorn stretched for miles
between ,the two camps. There was
just one 'open road to MacCloster'ti
the river and on that no other boat
could equal the speed of his own.
"Say," said MacCloster, moved by a
sudden thought, "Is there anyone that
would give a lot of money for you?"
Andrea's brows drew together In
honest valuation of what was left of
her old self. "I don't know," she said
meekly. "Perhaps not now."
"What would he give for you?" MacCloster asked, jerking his beard over

shoulder.
"He said he wouldn't give three
pounds," answered Andrea in a still,
small voice. She began to cry.
MacCIoster's eyes grew round with
fright. "Oh, come now," he protested.
"Here you've been hours without even
d old trick. Stop
thinking of that d
it !" he roared suddenly. "Stop it or
I'll mash your head in."
"I wish you would," sobbed Andrea
and cried harder than ever.
MacCloster rolled his eyes heaven
ward as though he Implored aid. "Lis
ten," he said, talking into the sky.
"Listen and I'll tell you what I'll do.
Are you listening?"
htS

"Yes," gasped Andrea.
"You've
"Well," said MacCloster.
been a' lot of trouble to me and a big
loss. You can't expect a dry man to
forget a whole case of schnapps. Now
I'm going to let you write him a note
and if you can get him to give three
cases of gin for you, why he can have
n him."
you, d
Andrea stopped crying, sat up
straight and dabbed her eyes with her
very dirty fingers, but there was a
strange, set look In her face that made
MacCloster doubt her sudden cure.
"Will you do it?" he asked.

"Never," said Andrea.
"You're queer, like all of them," he
commented musingly. "But somehow
the suggestion stopped you crying."

Investment.
As a consequence, MacCloster never
lacked boatboys, machllla carriers,
ivory hunters or porters and controlled
as well an army of women and girls
whose spare time was applied first to
the preparation of food and wood and
water fetching and then to the cultivation of the enormous shambas
which produced corn and millet in
great abundance for the lucky members of the close corporation.
That there was a subtle poison at
work somewhere In this social cosmography was evidenced by the fact
that while there was always a long
waiting list of recruits for the establishment there was also a tendency on
the part of many natives to face starvation rather than accept jthe questionable Intrusion of the white man in
the Intimate structure of their family
life. It was further evidenced by an
abnormal apathy which seemed to
possess MacCIoster's people In direct
proportion to their Increasing well-feand lazy sleekness.
This, however, was a phenomenon
that did not trouble him so long as
there was a constant demand in excess of the supply of marriageable
girls ; on the contrary, while It puzzled
him, he welcomed It as making toward
the easy enforcement of a .strict discipline. In all matters that affected
the internal life of the strange camp,
he was sole arbiter beyond any cavilling, and a martinet.
Andrea could have taken a reasonably calm interest In all the details
that crowded to her attention during
her rapid progress Into the heart of
MacCIoster's' stronghold had it not
been for an Incident that revivified all
her fear and repugnance toward the
man and which occurred as they entered the ring court. MacCloster, striding ahead of her, suddenly paused and
his horrible face apparently achieved
the Impossible by undergoing a debasing transformation."
d
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The stench of the stale water produced in her a reaction; It was so
nauseating that It momentarily drove
thoughts of all other things from her
mind. She drew away from It and,
crawling to the grated floor of a small
cockpit, crouched In the corner formed
by the gunwale and the after thwart.
Just to her left, so close that even
with head bowed she could not avoid
seeing his enormous feet, sat MacCloster.
He talked to her steadily In a muttering undertone, but a long time
passed before she began to distinguish
one word from another. The muttering swelled slowly to a clear and
liquid enunciation; the voice became
like music undefined. But no longer
could It drug her senses ; she shudcringed under Its .terrible
dered,
caress. Its beauty had become forever
leprous.
"Dear, lovely, vile and sullen person," It was saying, "who would have
thought It? Who would have Imagined
that you, a Helen among women, possessed of beauty, youth and a really
lov'ely evening frock, should have
comp so far for a man? Cheer up!
You've found two; one dunghill bantam and and me."
He laughed, not silently and still not
quite aloud. It was an extraordinary
sound. It awoke In Andrea a chord of
memory. It was not the stereotyped
laughter of the stage ; It was more specialized than that. Then she remembered. His was not the laugh of an
Individual ; It was the clipped, staccato, maddeningly deliberate, "Ha! Ha!
Ha! Ha! Ha! na!" of chorus and
conspirators In the "Bailo in

3y GEORGE AGNEW CHAMBERLAIN

His eyes had fallen on a group of
carriers, newly arrived, and the crew
of his freight boat. The negroes were
squatting in a circle on guard, waiting
to make delivery to their master of

E.
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suddenly
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though he had
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which her twelve hours of brave inter- Some write and allow their names and
course with him had had no occasion photographs to be published with testito establish Its grip. He became a monials. Many more tell their friends.
stranger within a stranger and hopeIf you need a medicine for women'a
ailmenta, try that well known and
lessly Inaccessible.
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entered the monster cala and waited
Distinguished Family.
for her. For some moments the gloom
The Rodriguez family from Porto
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limbs.
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of MacCloster himself, the well-nigimpregnable center of the spider's web.
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From every side of It extended the
sturdy limbs of the tree and up each
of them climbed a series of projecting
cleats which served as ladders to reach
a vast system of smaller platforms,
built wherever the natural disposition
of the branches afforded adequate support These lesser rooms were used
as storehouses for merchandise, provisions and Ivory ; and a few of them,
near the very top of the tree, were
fitted out as guest chambers especially
of doubt-fu- r
adapted to the
strangers as also for the effective
hiding of chattel, human and otherwise, which for one reason or another
MacCloster .desired to keep out of
sight.
Into one of the latter Andrea was
finally ushered, breathless from her
climb. On Its floor was a fresh grass
mat, a clean blanket, a clay pot of
drinking water with a dipper made out
of a coconut shell and a square box
filled with sand, evidently Intended for
the bed of a cooking-fire- .
The only
light came from a cotton wick laid In
an open vessel filled with oil from the
castor bean. ,
"There you are, SIssie," said MacCloster, In his new oily voice, "everything you can possibly need and whenever you want to go out, all you have
to do Is to climb down and go through
my room. You won't have to do your
own cooking for a day or two ; I'll send
your scoff up."
Andrea's heart sank to depths that
it had never reached before ; her lower
lip trembled and drew down at the
safe-keepin- g

corners.
"Now, don't look so glum," said MacCloster, leering at her. "Just remem1
ber that you couldn't be safer In h
than you are here!"

He turned and left her with a laugh
own joke. The measured "Ha !
Ha! Ha! Hal Hal Ha!" reverberated through the interminable mazes of
the entombed tree. More than ever It
seemed the mocking laugh of thirty
voices, chanting In unison. She threw
on the
herself full length,
grass mat and covered her ears with
her hands. Presently bodily exhaustion carne to her aid and she mercim
fully slept.
Hours later she awoke to a feeling
that she had been definitely summoned
by her subconscious self to face an imminent danger. Night had fallen and
its peace had settled on the craal In
general, but there was no peace In the
great caia. Out of MacCIoster's room
arose through the whispering stillness
a series of monstrous sounds, monstrously magnified gurgling, rumbling
mutterlngs, the occasional
curses,
crash of a shattered empty bottle.

at his
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Then came a silence more ominous
than the noises, for It was alive, a
creeping thing with tentacles that
seemed to be writhing up the limbs of
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To

a Girl He Left Behind.

Dear Girl of My Dreams, I am coming,
Back from war I am coming to you;
And I wonder what fate will be wait
ing for me,
And will you be glad I came through?
It's so strange. They have called me
a brave man,
And they gave me a medal or. two:
In the fight I feared nothing and yet
I'm afraid '
Of a' small brown-eyeperson (Ike
you I
Do you know hat I love you? I wonder.
Oh, what age and ages It seeme
Since I left you I Perhaps It's absurb,
but I hope
That I've been the Man of Your
Dreams.
d

To His Fairy.
Just dared to say It,
can bet I would
Right up and tell you what I feeGee, but I wish I eouldl
Oh, klddo, you're so classy,
With those big eyea of blue,
You've got the other beat a mil- eThere sure ain't none like you.
If

I

You euro

l-

No chance for me I know It,
I'm such- a roughneck gu- yBut If I thought you'd look at ma,
Oh, Boyl I'd make the try.
Believe me, you're some, fairy,

You're better'n

I

deserve;

I'd send a Valentino but gee,
I Just ain't got the nerval

A

Substitute.

I've tried to find
That's nice enouah for you:
But there Is none ee here's my heart
I hope that It will do.

A Valentine

LOVE MISSIVES

GOLD MEDAL
WAS an enterprising young gin

TTwho

The world's standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles.
Holland's national remedy since

169S.

AH druggists, three sizes. Guaranteed.
Cold Mwial ea evety Urn
Uok far the
and accept bo umitmboa

m

Accounting for the Weight
"So you are playing with your sol
diers, Willie?" said the caller.
"Yes, ma'am.",
N"You handle them as If they were
quite heavy."
"They are heavy Just now, ma'am."
"What makes them so heavy Just
now?"
"Why, they're on their way back
from the war, and they've got a lot ol
lead in 'em, ma'am."

.

UP A SINGIN'l
Tomorrow will ba dear
and bright, f you talcs

"Cascareis" tonight

first captured the valentine
trade for America. Her name was
tistner uowiana. Alter graduat
ing from Mount Holyoke senlnary ahe
resided witn her lather, wno was a
itatloner In Worcester, Mass. In 1840
ihe received from England a manufactured valentine, the first she had ever
leen. It Interested her so much that
she decided to see whether she could
make some of these valentines and
find a sale for them.
She collected some lace paper, some
printed verses and sentimental pic
tures, fixed tip a few valentines and
gave them to her brother, who was a
traveling salesman for a grocery store.
To her amazement her brother re
turned with orders for $5,000 worth
of valentines I Her astonishment knew
no bounds. She Quickly got together
some girl friends, taught them what
she knew about valentines and com
menced á prosperous trade that was
to reach the one hundred thousand
dollar mark.
First Love Missives.
It was a Frenchman who first con
celved the Idea of composing valen'
tines In verse. Charles, Duke of Or
leans, was taken prisoner by the Eng
lish at the battle of Aglnconrt, In 1415,
He was consigned to the Tower of
London, where he spent the next twenty-fyears of his life. But the cold
ive
walls of his dungeon could not com
pletely dampen his sentimental na
ture, and from his gloomy, vault came
snnny little verses to the pumber of
sixty, which are still to be seen among
the royal papers In the staid old Brit
ish museum. One of them reads :

i

bilious, consti
Feeling half-sicpated? Ambition way below zero?
Here Is help I Take Cascareis tonight,
for your liver and bowels. You'll wake
tip clear, rosy, and full of life. Cascareis act without griping or inconvenience. They never sicken yon like
Calomel, Salts, Oil or nasty, harsh
pills. They cost so little too Cas
carets work while yon sleep. Adv.
Wilt thou be

mineT Dear love, reply.
Bweetly consent or else deny.
Whisper softly, none shall know-- Wilt
thou be mine, lovet Aye or not
,

The Newspaper In North Africa.
"Extra 1" shouted in the streets of
Algiers or any other North African
town would not bring the people of the
streets crowding about the. newsboy,
but would send them hurrying as much
ns ltjles In an Arab to hurry, to the
"office" of the public reader. He holds
an Important position, his duty being
to pass on the news of the day to illit
erate citizens. The Christian Herald.

Spite of fortune we may be
Happy by one word from thee.
Life flies swiftly. Ere It go.
Wilt thou be mine, love Aye or not

England at once adopted the fad
which its royal prisoner had set, and
Valentine's day found the coaches
more than usually laden with poetic
outpourings of lovers, friends and
even slight acquaintances.
In the Slums.
Old Romance Recalled,
Sunday School Tencher Why was
One of the most romantic histories
St. Paul released from prison?
of Valentine children Is that of Lady
Muggsey 'Cos bis time was up.
Sarah Lennox, born on February 14,
'
1745. In fact, she apparently Inherited
Insulated.
"Gobbs Is rubbering for the nomi a romantic temperament, for her own
nation." "Then how can he expect the story Is usually prefaced with a sketch
of her parents' romance by way of
lightning to strike?"
driving home the story's admonition,
perhaps.
Her father's marriage was no more
nor less than a bargain to cancel a
gambling debt between the couple's
parents. The young duke, then Lord
March, was brought home from cole
lege to wed the plain little
Just out of nursery. At the conclusion
of the ceremony the Indignant bride
groom fled to the continent with a
6 Bell-an-s
tutor In tow, where he spent three
years. On his return to London he
Hot
Sure Relief carefully avoided going home, where
he fancied a wrathful young woman
was waiting to swoon at his arrival.
LL-A- WS
Instead, he went straight to the
INDIGESTION theatre
and- - saw there a very hand
some lady. He cursed his luck, but had
breath left te ask who she might be.
"Lady March, the toast of the season,"
mm
Informed his friends, to his utter as
tonishment. Then he blessed his luck,
n!
claimed his bride and, fas It turned out,
was very happy to the end. Her love

To His Mother.
Today an old sweetheart of mine
la my most precious Valentine;
My best and oldest sweetheart you
Are, mother dear. So loyal, true
And. tender always., And your love
I
cherish over and above
Earth's fairest gifts. You've made of me
All that I am and hope to be,
Mother mine, '
My

Valentine.

was so great, too, that she died of
grief for him after a year of widow
hood.

Sentiment and Business,
Samuel Pepys has something to say
la his famous diary about most of
Joys and disturbances, great and small,
with which human nature Is acquainted. Consequently one does not need to
search very far to find allusions to

Valentine's day and the customary
pranks that It Involved In the England
of the seventeenth century.
On February 14, 160T. the following
entry Is made In the diary;
This morning came up to my wife's
bedside (I being np dressing myself)
little Will Mercer to be her valen
tine, and brought her name written
opon blue paper, In gold letters, done
by himself, very pretty; and we were
both well pleased with It But I am
also this yeár my wife's valentine,
and It will cost me five pounds; bnt
that I must have' laid It out If we
had not" been valentlnesA
America's Noted Valentine.
America's most noted valentine was
General WInfield Scott Hancock, born
February 14, 1821 The witching In
fluence of the saint's festival hover
ing about him manifested Itself In the
culmination of his romance. In her
"Reminiscences,"
written in old age,
Mrs. Hancock (who was Miss Almlra
Russell) tells of her strange wedding
and proves that, after all, the Ameri-

can . girl has determination to rise
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take now and then to keep the kidneys
clean, thus avoiding serious compli

II

I :Yi5T7i
V
I
I
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I

a stick of

UC311!LEirS

A
local druggist says he
sells lots of Jad Salts to folks who
well-know- n

believe In overcoming kidney trouble
while It Is only trouble. Adv.
H

Other benefits: to teeth,
breath, appetite, nerves.
That's a good deal to
get for 5 cents!

Not Idle.
"I'm afraid you're an idle fellow,
Sam."
"What's that, snh?"
"I'm afraid you like to Idle away
your time."
"Oh, no, sah, I doesn't, sah. Why
I gits m' wife mo' work than she can
do, sah!"

Sealed Tight Kept Right

RECIPE FOR GRAY HAIR.
To half pint of water add 1 oz. B'av Rum.
a small box of Barbo Compound, and 14
oz. of glycerine. Apply to the hair twice a
week until it becomes the desired shade.
Any druggist can put this up or you can
mix it at home at very little cost. It will
gradually darken streaked, faded gray hair,
ana wiu make narsn nair sort and glossy.
It will not co'or the scab, is not Btickv or
greasy, and does not rub off. Adv.

Where the Feathers Go.
"A man might succeed in feathering
his own nest" remarked the Observer
of Events and Things, "If so much of
his money didn't go toward putting
them on his wife's hats."

Catarrh Cannot Be Cured

by LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
cannot reacn tne seat ot tne oiseaae.

rntoi-rIfl a IaobI Aintkmmát
Infill.
enced by constitutional conditions. HALL'S
CATARRH MEDICINE will cure catarrh.

A woman Isn't necessarily shallow
because her beauty is only skin deep.

Work that has not a cent In It may
be the best paying Job in the world.

When the money of some people
converses It uses a megaphone.

Some men are satisfied with empty
honors, but the toper prefers his full.

It is taken internally and acts through

the Blood on the Mucous Surfaces of the
System. HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE
Is composed of some of the best tonlce
known, combined with some of the best
blood purifiers. The perfect combination
of the Ingredients In HALL'S CATARRH
MEDICINE Is what nroduces such won
derful results In catarrhal conditions.
Druggists 75c. Testimonials free.
Cheney 4 Co., Props., Toledo, Ohio.

7. 3.

Terror, PerhapsI
"Bessie, why don't you try to be a
good little girl?" "I do try awfully
hard." "But you don't succeed very
well." "Why, mother, Just think how
bad I'd be If I didn't try at all." Life.
A

Perfect Health Is Yours
If the Blood Is Kept Pure
Almost Every Human Ailment
Is Directly Traceable to Impurities in the Blood.
You should pay particular heed

to any indication that your blood

opening. A few bottles' of S. S.
the great vegetable blood medicine, will revitalize your blood and
give you new strength aad a
healthy, vigorous vitality. Everyone needs it just now to keep theJ
system in perfect condition.
Go
to your drug store and get a bottle
and if you need any medical advice, you can obtain it with
out cost by writing to Medical Director, Swift Specific Co, 46 Swift

is becoming sluggish, or
that there is a lessening in jts
strong and vital force.
By keeping your blood cleansed
your system more easily wards off
disease that is ever present, waiting to attack wherever there is an Laboratory, Atlanta, Ga.
supply

y,

If we always prepare ourselves for
the worst that may happen, we will
never be dlseppolnted.
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the flavor the wholesome taste of Kentucky Burley
tobacco.
.

Why do so many "regular

men" buy Lucky Strike

cigarettes? They buy them
for the special flavor of the
toasted Burley tobacco.

When life Is at its bleakest
And meekest
And weakest
Then cometh good St Valentine,
To show that love le rosy
And wistful eyed and cozy.
And breathe on every torpid heart
his tenderness divine.

avoid that
stuffy feeHnji
If you cfícw

cations.

CET a package today.

When winter's at his oldest
And coldest
And boldest,
Then Cometh good St Valentine.
To show that love Is burning
And elghlng- - and yearning.
And breathe upon the wintry earth
His tenderness divine.

tazzl you'll

jplF

v'

St. Valentine's Mission.

girl-brid-

RE

Jad Salts Is harmless; Inexpensive;
makes a delightful effervescent llthla-wat-

above superstitions.
Td start with, her wedding day was
one of the stormiest of the winter. It
balled violently, thundered and blew
a perfect gale. During the ceremony,
which was held at her father's home
in St Louis, the lights went out three
times and repeated the performance
at the' wedding reception. The guests
were filled with terror for the young
bride who was beginning Ufe under
such suggestively evil omens. And by
way Of enhancing the evil influences
that appeared to be abroad the crowd
outside the house got the word that
the bride was wearing a spun glass
dress, and their curiosity reached the
point of mob violence before the police
could beat them back to make room
for the passage of guests.
But the bride laughed In the face
of these witches' pranks and lived to
share the honors that her husband's
career brought him.

Sure

water

grapes and lemon juice, combined with
lithia, and is harmless to .flush clogged
kidneys and stimulates them to normal
activity. It also neutralizes the adds
In the urine so It no longer Irritates,
thus ending bladder disorders.
drink which everybody .should

PIED

DAY SACRED TO

Most folks forget that the kidneys,
like the bowels, get sluggish and
clogged and need a flushing occasionally, else we have backache and dull
misery In the kidney region, severe
headaches, rheumatic twinges, torpid
l'.ver, acid stomach, sleeplessness and
all sorts of bladder disorders.
You simply must keep your kidneys
active and clean, and the moment you
feel an ache or pain In the kidney
region, get about four ounces of Jad
Salts from any good drug store here,
take a tablesnoonful In a glass of water
before breakfast for a few days and
your kidneys will then act fine. This
famous salts Is made from the acid of

er

16799
in New York City alone from kidney trouble last year. Don't allow
yourself to become a victim by
neglecting pains and aches. Guard
against this trouble by taking

IF BACK HURTS USE
SALTS FOR KIDNEYS

There's the big reason it's
toasted, and real hurley. Make
Lucky Strike your cigarette.

f

Guaranteed hy

X-m-
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Auction bale

American Boy Scout training Is aiding prominently In the rehabilitation,
of hundreds of little Armenian boy,
refugees from the Turkish massacres,
who have been organized Into a scout
troop In Constantinople ns the solution
of one of the most troublesome problems that confronted theiear East Be-liworkers In that city.
Hounded and (Jriven for four years,
having seen their parents and relatives
-- H'litered
or worse by Turks and
t and themselves forced to beg,
,r do almost anything to eke out
ute .,:est existence, these boys had
completely lost their moral sensa when
they finally found refuge In the Near
"-t
Kellef orphangos.
boys had been clad In rags fof
that they had forgotten how to
tiiivj.. - of clothes. This was a tragedy
when the Near East Relief had need ot
every pair oí shoes and of every suit
of clothes for new boys constantly com

By Floersheim Merc. Co.

N. M.

ef

at Feb. 14,?20.

to make room for our new
Standard line of Tractors
and other implements.

A
Fwl mixture coming from tarburetor and entering giwiBer. B Fuftf
misture thorouahly gtuúfipd and entprinte cylinder. - CEiUaiwt coming from
cylinder. Ü Exhaust exit. , E Fttel hcuttr.

The following is but a partial list

,

I
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12-di- sc

IHC Disc harrow and Cultivator
Harrow Emerson
14in walking plows Moline

Oliver Lister
3 Sod Plows

Disc-Gan- g

60-too- th

f

Go-devi-

A

l.

Carload Gov't. Flour at $6,00 per cvvt.
5
Cookstoves Card table
Kitchen Cabinet sewing, librpry
stand Tables 2 Cruso Cream Separators 6 Chairs
Span good mules 6 and 1 yrs.
2 Student Chairs

3 Bean Graders
3 round Tables

f

Oil-burn- er

l

1

J 1

.and Road Building Machinery

TERMS OF SALE
10! months time without interest if
paid w hen due. If not paid when due
to draw l'O' per cent interest from dat
until paid. Purchaser giving banka-- .
ble note or approved security; $10 and
under cash: 8 P" cent discount on
sums over $10. Ño propei ty to be removed until settled for.

GARAGE

LIBERTY

Col, F, O.White, Auct,
E. J. Floershhim,

:

script.

Mercantile Company.

Tlie Ford Coupe wi th aa eíectric
and lighting system is one of the most popular
members orhe Ford Family. It is a permanently enclosed car, with sliding plate glass
windows an open car with plenty of shade.
Then in inclement weather, enclosed and cozy,
and
Just the car for
traveling salesmen, physicians, architects, contractors, builders, and a regular family car for
tires all
h
two. Demountable rims with
around.. To women it brings the convenience
and comforts of the electne.wir.fi the durability
and economy of the Ford car. Early orders will
avoid long delays in delivery.
scf-starti- ng

v
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ern residence on block 40. See F 8
omcMuiiu iur ior.. in iniwu-- i
nHii
all face East.

When did you have it Tested last? It is very likely to
Freeze now and discharged
Batteries freeze easily.

r--

A
:
HCim.;.,
i
Piinu nf tya
published in both English and Spanish
at Mexico City reaches our
table and proves to be a very inter-

dust-pro-

rain-proo-

of

'J.

W. BECK,

Manager.

Licenced

is amusing to reaa the sneering
remarks of certain republican senators anent the straw vote of college
showing the younger set of voters
favor unqualified fatification of tlia
Peace Treaty by a 4 to 1 majority.
This, in tho face of the offer of
$10,000.00 to the boy or girl whp will

It

write the "Prize Platform" for the
G. O. P. for this fall's campaign,
leaves us guessing just where the old
reactionary republican gang expects
to get kicked off at.

J.
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Embalmer
1

j

C. Doddsj

Roy, N.M.
Prompt and Efficient Service.
Day or night..
Funeral Director, All details
planned and executed.
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HARDWARE
W e are now readv to, serve
fftic.A line nf fthplf ir:irdv.nri

ERT

1920A.B.S.íIííCí

The Highest Prices Ever Known

ou' in

Vtim
There is no doubt that the ballot a
ware,
it3elf has been the means of educating tolete line c.f
men in knowledge of and interest, in Tin ware. A large shipment o 20- ALUMINUM WARE
public affairs, in community and na.
Dishes
Steel
tion. In the near future the same expected any day.
influence will come to our Stoves, "Perfection and Blue Bell, (j
s
ami tieal-I- .
women and its broading effect will kanukk. nil
be seen in the homes of the state asierS) Builders Hardware, Mechanics.!'
TVia mother
t.i.ii ufa
..i....,
ii ... :
ií.lí. Dntk. 1
. .
T. i .1
. i .'
frt
fln
c
Lamps
ies,
tm.u.Gas
nd Lau
wno can nnng "i
intelligent interest in government is terns.
s.
ROBERTS & OLVER,
a great force in the making of
RoyvKT.M.
The wife who has an intelligent opinion on political and governWe call your attention to. the boost
mental affairs is a better companion
to her husband. It is a common thing for General Wood as a republican
frivolous and
... nnnarentlv
.
vvr .J v. on
"
"I I
thoughtless girl develope into a noble we believe in him or would vote for f
wife
of
him or any other military man for
woman under the responsibility
Now we shall president but that our readers may
hood and mother-hoosee a still greater development of read his claims. We dont believe any
character when the woman undertakes general ought to be president of the
her future responsibilities tor tne gov- U. S. A military aristocracy almost
ernment under which she and her exists now and is dangerous to the
very foundation principles of Qiir govfamily lives.
.
Now that the special session of the ernment, no matter what political
legislature of New Mexico which is party offers it as a platform.
If big Bill Taft was to be a candito be called to consider the- ratification
Womdate for president it would take a
of the Federal Amendment for
a
an Suffrage is so near there istho big man against him to get our voto
of
text
the
in
from him. He is a bigger, better man
great interest
now :(ian when he allowed his formAmendment.
"ARTICLE"
er administration to be run by peanut
"The right of citizens of the United politicians against his own better
or judgment.
States to vote shall not be denied
LOTS in Blocks, 4(1 and 41 for sale
abridged by the United States or by
by F. S. STRICKLAND, all face East
any state pn account of sex.
Congress shall have the power to on street couth from Uev. Hearn's
residence.
enforce, this article by appropriate
legislation."
l
t

That's What You'll Get from "SHUBERT"

SI f 7
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LARGE
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Fumd,

Opc.
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Hufew
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LVHGE
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N?l MEDIUM

I

TQ

FUtg

18.00 to 15.00

1

18.00 to 15.00 j 14.00 to 10.00

1

citi-fcen-

"ILLINOIS"

N?l SMALL

I

TQ AVE ft ACE

1

t!XTHA TQ AVCnA0EAST0

W2

3tr 6 O'JAUTV

Heavy Furred

Ordinary

-

1

8.50 j 7.50 to 5.50 1 7.00 to 3.50
8.00 to 6.00 1 5X0 to 4.00 1 5.00 to 300

12.00 ll

120.00 to 16.00

1

1100

12X0

1

10.00 to 8.00

1

15.00 to 12.00

1

10.00 to 8.00

1

7.00 U 5 00

1

13

30

7.00 to '5.00 7.00 to
4 00 to 3.00 f 4.00 to 2.00

G'BEY FOX

Has a Live Axle delivering the power to the Rims
to the hubs and spokes.
of ' the Wheels-n- ot
delivers the Driving Force to Eight Points of
Driving Contact thereby eliminating excessive

Cased

1

9.00 to 7.09

630 to

1

0

1

5.00 to 4.00

3.75 to 3.00

1

3i0to 2i0

n
These extremely high prices for New Mexico Furs are based on the
"SHUBERT" liberal grading and are quoted for immediate shipment No. 3, No. 4 and otherwise inferior skins at highest market
value. Ship your Furs now when we want 'em; Yau'U get "more
money" and get it "quicker" too.
well-know-

strain.

It has Cushion Spring Final Drive which relieves
jars and jolts.
destructive back-las-

"SHUBERT" RETURNS WILL MAKE YOU HAPPY
SHIP TODAY AND KEEP 'EM COMING FAST

h,

from
its Planetary Final Drive iotects gear-teetbreakage and delivers 29 percent more power to
than any other transmission princithe Draw-ba- r
"
pie now in Tractor use.

to 20.09

LYNX"' CAT

Super-Driv- e

TRACTOR.-

'

N"?l
gXTH

'JEM

COYOTE

Air-o-Li-

d.

I

AVUWflGE

W7

ti.,

PRICE TO GET

AND WILL PAY THE

WE WANT 'EM NOW
N?ltXIRA
tTBA TQ

loox-Move-

1

TO THE PUBLIC
This is to notify you that I am going to put out poison on my farm ta
kill gopher and prairie dogs and rats.
This land is See. 26, Twp. 22 N., Rng.
II. C. WEATHERILL,
25.
Owner.

mm

Undertaker

long-extin-

International law which at present are
.
uncertain and Incoftilete.
..

f.

Beck Motor Co.

"

Showman AValk in, ltidleSMnrt"
mid soe thf Aztec glmits,
race!
of a

It Is not enough, however, to provide for the prevention of wars aud
the settlement of disputes after they
have arisen. We must foresee causes
of trouble and remove them before
they have reached an acute stage.
Hence there must be provision for frequent consultations of members cf the
league for exchange of information,
for agreement on common policies and
for the gradual formation of rule of

3j4-inc-

esting

and enlightening magazine,
i.n.ui,mji
ui me Mexican situation
The
from the inside and vorv fa;:v nn
and Machine Works will, in conservatively and correcting some of
ofsome very prominent poa very few days be prepared to sentations
liticians and other interested parties
your
give you the service that
cm this side of the line.. We are glad
of this opportunity to get information
Batteries demand, .
at fust hand from Mexico, ungarbled
Watch your Battery!
by the Associated press and other in
'
Convincing Argument.
terested propagandists.

Anderson garage

Whtstlina for Wind.
Everybody is familiar with the old
superstition of sailors that, to bring
i favorable breeze, they must whistle
Juring the calm. From the remotest
times there seems to have prevailed
a belief that libation or sacrifice would
placate the st'irin spirits and Induce
them to penult the vesewl to proceed
liusslan
unmolested on lis course,
sailors have been known to pour oatmeal and water over a rocky promontory in order to obtain a wind favorable to their designs.

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

In.

operate to end war forever.

In Quite Too Many.
Speech was jriven man to consul his
thoughts, tV It was a needless precau
tion In many cases. Hcston Iran

Clerk.

Fltfershei m

That Storage

J v

V X

,

Then tho boys were organized as
Boy Scouts and given their uniforma.
They began to be careful of their
school clothes as well as of their out.
forms.
They had been so often hungry they
had come to steal without compone-- 1
tion. When they first entered the
they continued to steal. One
boy stole a purse irom nis American
teacher. For two or three weeks after
he became a Boy Scout he was obviously oneasy. One day he came to her
with the purse In his hand.
"I don't want to give It back," be
said reluctantly. "But I have to. Tin
a Boy Scout now."
To form more scout troops to transform these little unfortunates Into
good citizens, Is one of the reasofls
why the Near East Belief, 1 Madison
avenue, New York city, Is making It
appeal for funda,

We made maiiy enquiries before we selected any line of Machines' and
finally made a wise choice and got the AVERY, You should do likewise,

Oliver and Emerson
Bean Harvesters 2
IHC Planters
4 two-roOliver Plow and riding attachment Star Windmill
Hoosier wheat drill 2 Emerson 6s Culti vators
w

"

not a Racer.
This machine is a work-hors- e
It is built to draw loads and will do it. No other
line is so extensively known as the AVERY line

Sale Commences 10 A. M. Sharp!
Lister-Cultivato-

Con-

Good Citizens.

And Furniture

r'j

All In

stantinople Being Made Into,
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